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Industry Being Flooded With
New Workers As Thousands
Of Trained Seamen Seek Jobs

S. F. Police Brutality Protested
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Trade Union Support For Sirovich Resolution
Calling For Investigation of Merchant
Marine Is Being Sought By Ship Employes.
By JOE L. FLANAGAN

r
- (Legislative
Representative of the Marine Cooks and Stewards' Assn.
Of the Pacific, and Representative of the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific Coast, District Council No. 2)

Concentrating every force at their command officials of
Maritime Unions on the East Coast are directing a battle
against fink hiring halls. The main drive is centered on hiring halls established by the Maritime Commission to recruit seamen outside the ranks of union organizations. The
following report will give members of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific the latest details of the fight now going
on in New York

•
.1111.

The Maritime Federation of the 0
Pacific Coast is unalterably opposed
to reestablishment of governmentemployer operated shipping halls,
Whether they be under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce, the Maritime Commission,
• or any other agency or bureau of
WASHINGTON (FP) —John L.
the Government, or whether they
Lewis, chairman of the CIO, indibe owned and controlled by the.emcated here that he will attend a
Dloyer groups. From past experiworld labor anti-war congress in
ence we know that these shipping
Mexico late this summer •following
halls are nothing else than uniona visit fiNam Vincente Lombardo
smashing, strike-breaking agencies. Tolendano, President of the CTM,
In 1921 theUnited States ShipMexican labor federation.
ping Board, the largest shipowner
Toledano, On his way to attend a
, in the country; in collusion with
of the International Fedmeeting
Other shipowners, attempted to
Trade Unions in Oslo,
of
eration
, lower wages. When the seamen reNorway, stopped briefly here to infused to accept these reductions,
vite Lewis to the conference, the
they were locked out from May to
date of which has not yet been set.
August.
Toledano said Lewis accepted the
Again through the collusion of
• Shipowners, namely the United Invitation.
An invitation to the conference
States Shipping Board and lesser
the leaders
oPerators,together with the Ship- will also be extended
said.
Toledano
Oslo,
in
IFTU
the
of
owners' Association of the Pacific
, and the Waterfront Employers' He expressed regret that he was
Union, was formed the Marine Ser- unable to see Wm. Green, president
of the AFL, while he was here but
Vice Bureau, or "fink hall."
it was this agency that furnished said he would see Matthew Woll,
the strike breakers, or "finks," to AFL vice president, in Oslo and
Shipowners during the lockout. extend the invitation to him.
Thus, through the collusion of a
Hold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
(Continued on Page 8)

Lewis Accepts
Bid To Attend
Anti-War Meet

Rathborne Scores Green
For ‘Eleventh Hour' Move
lo Organize Western Union
WASHINGTON (FP).—Organization activities:of the
American Federation of Labor among Western Union ernPloyes were characterized as an "eleventh hour" attempt
by the AFL in an open letter to Pres. Wm. Green from
Mervyn Rathborne, president of the American Communications Association, affiliated with+
the CIO.
"For 20 years Western Union ernPloyes have suffered under the yoke
of a company union," the letter said,
'Which frustrated every attempt of
these employes to improve their
Wages, hours and working conditions. For 2,0 years the Commercial Telegraphers' Union, affiliated
With the AFL, made no attempt to
organize these workers."
A year ago, Ruth borne continued,
the ACA began organization of the
telegraph employes and last December gained a nation-wide contract
With Postal Telegraph. A cornPlaint against Western Union was
filed with the National Labor Relations Board and a complaint issued
by the hoard against the company.
The AFL then began an organization
campaign among the
Western Union employes, Rath.
borne said, and "in Washington
where an AFL local has been set
up, it has been set up under the
leadership and with the aid and
comfort of these very company
union officials and company supervisors who have already amply
demonstrated their 'vicious hatred
of bona fide organized labor."
ti borne asked that Green
"cease these activities which are
causing confusion and misunderstanding in the ranks of American
labor which needs now, more than
ever before, to stand united."

ROY HOWARD'S
NEW DIRECTOR
KNOWS TRICKS
NEW YORK—(FP)—The new
publisher of the New York WorldTelegram, Roy Howard's paper
which once flew the flag of liberalism, is Merlin H. Aylesworth.
Aylesworth, as managing director of the National Electric Light
Association from 1919 to 1926, was
the central figure in sensational
exposures of the Federal Trade
Commission and the Senate banking committee which delved into
power trust propaganda activities
such as passing out "retainers" to
professors of economics, forcing
text book publishers to rewrite
their books on civics and bringing
advertising pressure to bear on
newspaper policy.
"Don't be afraid of the expense. The public pays the expenses," Aylesworth told a 1924
meeting of utility propagandists
in Birmingham, Ala., when some
of them worried over the cost of
newspaper propaganda.
Ile told another group of utility
men: "I would advise any manager,
who lives in a community where
there is a college, to get the professor of economics, let us say—
the engineering professor will be
interested anyway — interested in
your problem. Have him lecture on
your subject in his classes. Once
in a while It will pay you to take
such men and give them a retainer
of $100 or $200 per year for the
privilege of letting you study and
consult with them."
Aylesworth has close Morgan connections. During the past 10 years
be has been president of the Natl.
Broadcasting Co. His appointment
as publisher of Scripps-Howard's
New York paper is seen as linked
to the newspaper chain's growing
Morgan ties. An $8,500,000 bond issue floated through Morgan's Guaranty Trust Co. and other banks financed the purchase of the old New
York World.
Boycott Japanese Goods.

U. S. War Finds Two
Standards On Labor
NEW YORK—(FP)—Two hun-

hundred well-known national public
Red Baiter Jails
figures—civic leaders, newspaper
18 After Raid On editors, business men, educators
and others—have signed an open
Home Meeting letter
calling upon Congress to enFT: LAUDERDALE, Fla. (FP)—
Eighteen Negro workers, one white
man and woman marched in chain
gang fashion through Ft. Lauderdale streets to jail, illegally charged
with vagrancy, following a raid by
a Klan-controlled sheriff and city
police.
Membership lists and correspondence proved that the raid was a
planned attack on the Communist
Party, as those arrested were members meeting in a private house. All
unians and civic organizations have
been urged to protest to Gov. Fred
Cone against the attack on the civil
rights of members of a legal political party.
NEW YORK--(FP)—New York
workers are urged by Industrial
Commissioner Elmer F. Andrews to
take note o their eployers' registration number in order to ohviate difficulties in handling contested claims for unemployment insurance benefits. Instructions to
employers provide that their registration numbers be prominently
displayed on unemployment incurance law posters.

act a fair wages and hours bill and
to eliminate child labor, the National Labor Standards Committee
announces. "A war is going on in
this country," the letter ;ays. "It
is a war between fair labor standards and standards which are fair
neither to labor, nor, in the long
run, to employers, buSiness men
and the public."

Dance Date!
All organizations take notice.
Keep this date open:
JUNE 18, 1938
District Council No. 2 will hold
a MARITIME CONVENTION
DANCE on that date at Scottish
Rites Hall, 1270 Sutter Street,
at Van Ness.
District Council No. 2 respectfully requests that all organizations cooperate by planning no
affairs on this date.
GREET THE CONVENTION
DELEGATES to the 1938 Maritime Fede ation Convention with
us June 16
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Four hundred Members of the Int'l Longshoremene's & Warehousemen's Union march on the harbor police
their memstation in San Francisco carrying banners decrying the brutality of the police assault on one of
Pictures.)
—(Federated
officer.
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a
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altercation
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bers, following

What The Packers Hide
Recently the daily newspapers of the Bay Area carried
large advertisements to set before an unsuspecting public
the possibility that the Alaska Fish Packers might not be
able to operate in the north this season. And, of course,
the reason was owing "to labor troubles," that might prevent ship and workers from proceeding to Alaska.
The following article will throw a different light on why
the Packers "fear" that they may not be able to operate
this season.
•
TO THE PUBLIC WHO
and the outside world in general.
SHOULD KNOW
it appears that the Alaska
(By One Who Does Know)
The national drive led by the
"barons of Wall Street" in an endeavor to lower • wages and the
standard of living has been taken
up by all industries hostile to organized union labor.
Among the most prominent on
the West Coast are the Alaska salmon packing interests who are
threatening to tie up this industry if the workers do not accept the
1936 wage scale which is approximately 25 per cent below the 1937
agreement.
The workers have fought hard for
the conditions in Alaska and have
succeeded in abolishing slave driving company straw bosses and
have had them replaced with men
from the rank and file. Unsanitary
conditions have also been abolished
along with the long hours which
they formerly were forced to enwithout the payment of
dure . .
overtime.

Packers, not satisfied with the
enormous profits gleaned yearly
from the sweat of men's brows
In Alaska are fighting tooth and
nail to increase their earnings
by attempting to lower the wages
of already underpaid workers.
For years the packers were masters of all they surveyed and owned
the men in their employ body and
soul. From the time most of the
men signed for the season until
the time they returned in the Fall
they were virtually slaves and
either abided by every phoney mandate of the packer's representatives
or else they were forever blackballed and often imprisoned for
failing to carry out the dictates of
the employers.

ers, who were then under the banner of the AFL. But since they
have seen fit to change their affiliation to the CIO, the packers, always looking for an opening to
create a break in labor's ranks,
have taken a stand that they are
a neutral party although by their
attitude they favor the AFL cannery workers and their open shop
policy.
Nothing has ever been given
the workers that toil In Alaska.
They have been forced to fight
for every concession that was
begrudgingly conceded them by
the packers. In fact they were
forced to fight for their very existence as free men.

No. 49

MERRIAM'S PUBLIC HEARS
MOTH-EATEN PACKERS' WOE
TALK FLAYED IN WAGE PLOT
SACRAMENTO—(FP)--"The Nevaa City situation will stand for
many years LIS a monument to your
blind fawning for the favor of the
monied interests. If your object
in broadcasting that moth-eaten old
sketch on 'Communist labor leadership' is meant to gain labor favor
for the coming election, you have
been Badly advised. Your Los Angeles speech illustrates how completely you are controlled by antilabor forces."
This was the letter from the San
Joaquin County Industrial Union
Council which Gov. Frank Merriam
had to digest after his Los Angeles speech, in which he stated that
"all major strikes in California during the past four years have been
led or inspired by Communists,"
and condoned the vigilante action
in Nevada county as a "stand
against lawlessness."

While Union Members Ask
Decent Pay Operators Direct Efforts For Reduction
Of Scale And Return To
Old Slave Days.
By HENRY VALLI
(Chairman, Publicity Committee,
Alaska Cannery Workers' Union)

In San Francisco, 3000
workers are anxiously awaiting the call to embark on the
long journey to Alaska. Daily
one reads in the press,"Break

Down in Negotiations," "The Value
of the Salmon Pack," "The Salmon
Won't Wait," etc., and the warnings
of the packers, that unless a settlement is arrived at on such a date
or such an hour, they will be forced
to "suspend operations, for the 1938
season."
What's it all about? Who is
responsible for this deadlock?
It is generally believed that the What are the problems that defy
object of the speech was to curry solution? Can these problems be
favor with the anti-labor forces, adjusted? These are the quesespecially in open shop Los Ange- tions that arise in the minds of
les, as an aid to the governor's can- the Public, as they read the daily
didacy for re-election.
releases in the Press.
, We want to present our case beHold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
fore the bar of public opinion. In
1936 after the conviction and subsequent jailing of Meyer and Young
and a Vincent Lopez, labor contractors for &lir 'different packers,
the Cannery Workers in a desperNEW YORK—(FP)—"The Amer- ate attempt to rid themselves of
ican Labor Party still has faith in these slave-herders and racketeers
the objectives of the New Deal formed a powerful union with the
philosophy. We are not prepared valuable support rendered by the
to concede its defeat," Alex Rose, Maritime Federation.
state executive secretary of the
The members, because of their inAmerican Labor Party, declared tense hatred for the contractors,
after examining the published plat- and with a determination bordering
form of Gov. LaFollette's new Pro- on fanaticism, have sounded the
gressive Party. "We agree with death knell for these feudal barons
Gov. LaFoleltte that both major who had kept them enslaved for
parties are unable to solve our na- years.
tional economic problems," he said,
RAPID GAINS
but pointed out that other third
In the space of two years this
party movements had had no oppor- union has become an institution,
tunity to influence the formation of and has justified its existance in
the Wisconsin program.
(Continued on Page 3)

New Deal Objectives
Supported By Party

Japan Held Responsible
By Woodring For Collapse
Of International Morals

The CIO Alaska Cannery Workers Union is a democratic organization that was founded by workers in an endeavor to protect their
WASHINGTON (FP).—Failure of the democratic powmutual interests against ruthless
to object in 1931 when Japan seized a portion of North
ers
and
packers
the
exploitation of
to "much of the present difficulty in which
the unscrupulous contractors. These China has led
finds
world
itself," Secretary of War Harry Woodring
the
men are determined to fight for
told the U. S. chamber of commerce meeting here in a blunt
every gain they have made and will
charge the rules committee from further consideration of
not step aside to see a company inthe wages and hours bill, thus assuring House consideration
spired AFL chartered union aid the
+speech which named names.
employers in restoring slave driv"There seems to be no question
ing conditions in the industry upon
that the Japanese occupation of
EMPTIED JAILS
the workers again.
Manchuria in 1931 was the beginIf slavery ever existed, it cerWithin the Maritime Federation
ning of a chain of events that led
tainly did in the days when the
there is another large organizadirectly to much of the present difnotorious labor contractors like
tion that is also vitally affected
ficulty in which the world finds
Meyer and Young supplied workers
and is watching with interest the
Itself," Woodring said.
for the various Alaska canneries.
NEW YORK—(FP)—Forty-three
stand taken by the packers in their
"Four years later Germany anthe
auwith
arranged
Contractors
in
New
thousand
homeworkers
Much has been written about the
attempt to lower wages.
York state, engaged chiefly in the nounced its adoption of rearma"Lure of the Neal)," the land of thorities, and jails were emptied in
The Alaska Fishermen's Union,
glove, children's wear, women's ap- ment and conscription in violation
the midnight sun and the "Silver the Spring to supply men for these
organization that was founded
an
North.
the
of
"hell
holes"
parel and household supply indus- of the treaty of Versailles and the
conactual
the
of
but
little
Horde"
in 1902, and that was born amid
tries, have been ruled insured em- next year came the occupation o•
The men were forced to buy
ditions the men are forced to enactual strike conditions, on the
ployes under the New York unem- the Rhineland.
toothto
liveliclothes
from
a
everything
dure in their quest for
Alaska fishing grounds. The men
"In the same year with German
ployment insurance law.
hood in what these workers Call paste from the contractors, or
responsible for the formation of
conscription came the Italian atcharged
were
their agents, and
the "Land of Isolation."
The decision, made by the unemthe Alaska Fishermen's Union were
tack upon Ethiopia, which was
fabulous prices for everything
"The Shooting of Dan Melooked upon by the employing in- ployment insurance appeal board adjudged by the League of Naprocured. They were forced to
by state courts in
Grew" and other sagas of the
terests and ballyhooed in the press and backed up
tions a violation of the League
buy quantities of this trash
Northland might read well for
under the
of the country as ALIEN REDS— cases which have arisen
covenant which Italy had signed.
whether they needed it or not in
the average person In the States
revolutionists, etc. This same hue workmen's compensation law, cov- This was followed by armed interorder to put the worker in debt
but for the workers who toil
and cry has been repeatedly used ers all who perform factory work vention in the civil war in Spain
to the contractor who received
outside emlong hours and STILL must live
against all leaders of labor who in their homes for
and finally by the Japanese inthe price of his "pounds of flesh"
are reunder conditions that an ordinary
believe in democratic rights for ployers. Such employers
vasion of China.
from the packer.
worker here would revolt at, this
quired to contribute to the unemthe workers.
"I need hardly remind you tha
Held in subjugation and virtual
on
fund
the
insurance
stuff is all the bunk.
ployment
the resulting trouble in the Medit
the
of
At
inception
the
Alaska
Leaving the States. in the Spring slavery for years, the men were Fishermen's Union the rank and same basis as other employers.
terranean and the destruction of lift
. . but with
of the year when everything is in powerless to act
and property in China not only hay(
the
file
fought
packers
and
tooth
bloom the workers that ,follow the the formation of the Maritime Fed- nail for every concession gained_ Hold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
affected American interests bit
lease
new
a
Pacific
Salmon fishing industry for a living eration of the
have contributed to world demora
name
became
a
and
.
in
•
sore
•
•
thorn
the
NEW
YORK—(FP)--In
face months of dreary isolation on life was given these workers. the employers' side. These men
its total affillated membership ization.
of
UnWorkers
Cannery
. ... their only home a cold dreary The Alaska
"Each incident has had repercu.
were the only organized body of of 11,000,000, the American Youth
antiquated bunk house with ancient ion was formed and with the eco- workers in Alaska at that period Congress has resolved to lend its Mons on the world situation tint
orcomponent
sanitary facilities. Conditions are nomic backing of
and the industrial barons of that energies in support of Pres. Roose- today there is less reliance upo
somewhat better than . in former ganizations within the Maritime time were no different than those
velt's recovery program. The Pres- the sanctity of treaties, less trust i
recyears, thanks to the Maritime Fed- Federation, they were granted
of today.
program includes appropria- international good faith, less co
ident's
eration of the Pacific, but still the ognition in 1936.
$75,000,000 for the National fidence upon which to build lastin
of
tions
the
upon
was
brought
Pressure
WANT OPEN SHOP
men's lives are no bed of roses,
9,nd $50,000,- prosperity, than there has been to
Administration
Youth
For two years the employers workers from all angles but through
for most of all they are away from
a long time."
CCC,
the
for
000
on
3)
Page
(Continued
•
Workthe companionship of their families have dealt with the Cannery

Homeworkers
Win Protection
Of Insurance
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HOW ABOUT THIS?

appointed by "Bill" (AFL) Green WAKE UP MEMBERSHIP
to smash the Maritime Federation.
Tacoma, Washington,
San Francisco, May 7, 1938.
This is he Ralph Chaplin who for Mr. Jas, Engstrom, President,
May 5, 1938.
years lambasted the AFL, and now Maritime Federation of Pacific,
The Editor:
he is on the payroll of "Bill" Green. San Francisco.
Dear Sir and Brother:
Through the columns of your I guess that money speaks all Dear Sir and Brother:
paper I want to appeal to the mem- tongues, and it sure has put a
I wish to submit, in the form o
International Association of
bership of the Maritime Federation, "southern accent" on the tongues a letter to the Voice of the Fede
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
and the Sailors Union of the Pacific of "gentlemen" like Messrs. Henry, ation, the following stated action
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
and give a short history of some Sizemore, Fry, Chaplin and "Count" to be undertaken for the benefit
Convention Hall. Labor Temple.
of the characters that are now float- Delaney.
16th and Capp Sta.
the entire membership of our union.
Executive Committee, 2nd and
ing up and down the West coast
Fellowmembers
of
the
FederaDue to mismanagement of t
NEED BUILDING FUND
EXPANSION URGED
SOLIDARITY BACKED
FAVORS COMMITTEE
4th Mondays of each month: 8
lambasting and slandering the mem- tion, and SUP men in particular,
Kailua, Hawaii, April11.:1,
business
affairs of our Union by
M.; Room 208 Labor Temple.
Mariposa,
S. S.
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
San Francisco, April 3, 1938.
bership of the ILWU, the Maritime these men are now floating up
Voice of the Federation,
Frank De Mattei, President.
former officials and employes who
April 4, 1938.
After some forty years in the la- Editor, Voice of Federation.
Federation and the NMU. I believe and down the West Coast lamHarry Hook, E. F. Dillon, Busi- San Francisco.
we have always paid a decent salEditor, Voice of the Federation:
bor movement I can but wonder Dear Sir and Brother:
ness Agents.
that all maritime workers should basting, all who are strong for
Dear Editor:
to conduct the job properly, ti
ary
few
the
during
times
last
Many
where
the
old
Have
slogan
Financial
just
Seer&
been
and
the adpaid off from an be acquainted with these facts, as the Maritime
T. W. Howard,
Federation. It's laws passed by States and Federa
Please
for
the
this
publish
sake
months I have heard men accused vocates of solidarity are. Years eight-week trip, and am now catchti47.
many of the men know these char- strange bedfellows that they
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording Sec- of our west coast brothers and also of not knowing the meaning of ago one would hear the
Government pertaining to Socn
slogan, "in ing up with my reading, and in look- acters, it is good that all should make with
Matthew Well, "Bill" Security and State Unemploymei
retary.
organized workers who are willing the word "unionism." The accusers union there is strength"
and to irk through the back numbers of know about them.
Green, Hutchinson of the Carpen- Taxes have
to give this organization a hand were from all of the groups which show how it was true we
not been complied with
would see the "Voice," I find a letter written
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Some weeks ago I attended a ters, Dave Beck. Take a good
tickets
selling
are
in
sending
we
in
the
past.
Even our dumbe.
comprise the Maritime Federation, a bundle of twigs to show a united two weeks ago in which a Board
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
meeting of the SUP in San Pedro, look at them, all bedfellows, pull
and phoniest official and I am sorry
V. J. Malone, Secretary — Thurs- to Brother Matt Meehan, financial and, of course, each seemed to have body, while along side was a single Committee from the West, East and and Saw in the
chair one "Count the sheets down and expose them to
say that we have both kin(
days at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., secretary of the ILWU. We are his own definition for the term trig showing with what ease the Gulf coasts is proposed to iron out
Loundmouth" Delaney. After the for the "wreckers" of the FederDOuglas 5650, San Francisco. sponsoring a concert and dance
even
today, knew that these laws
to
suitable
be
his
would
which
single
more
twig
the present deplorable conditions meeting he adjourned
could be broken.
Dispatcher, DOuglas 7593.
to Eisen- ation that they are. Does Har- had to be complied with and an
• benefit for the Internatioval Long- own arguments.
Probably the illustration does that exist among the different sea- bergs' Cafe and delivered "another ry Lundeberg know of the record
Bert Coleman, .Agent—Thurs. at shoremen's and Warehousemen's
way, ignorance is no excuse unde
My own definition of "unionism" hold good today. If not will some- faring unions. I have shown this oration" to all and sundry, and of these "self appointed indus6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle.
the law.
Gus Oldenburg. Agent—Thurs- Union Unit No. 2 and the sisters is the "welding together of all one please show me why. Big busi- letter to several members of the blasted the membership
of the trial labor leaders?"
day at 7 p. m., 111 W. Burnside who were organized lately.
At present, Government is insis
forces with a common aim, for the ness seems to think so, if the many SUP, MFOW and MC&S unions, ILWU, NMU and the CIO, and
There is plenty of old "Wobs" ing that these
St., TeL Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore.
Proceeds will go for the organizapast due taxes
and
they
are
heartily
in
agreement
advancement
of their own associations to which it subscribes
while he was "blowing his top" I who know the foul
Thurs- tion's sick and death benefit fund, greatest
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent
record of these paid. Fair enough, we could expec
with such a committee.
interests." This definition has been is any criterion.
days at 7 p. ni., 206% West Sixth St.
wondered if the maritime workers men since the days of
1921, and that, plus the penalties they will
I agree with the naming of Cole- on the West Coast knew the
Tel. San Pedro 2838, San Pedro and for the purpose of buying the proven right many times. In the
As a member of one of the craft
foul onwards. They never had a decent
R. F. McCarthy, Agent—Thurs- place for a union ball and also a business circles we find the unions I
stick us, too. But I say, that it i
have seen craft against man McDonough of Seattle. He has record of this fellow back on the constructive plan for
labor unions not fair for our employes to whom
days at 7 p.m., Honolulu.
lot where we are now residing. The
been
going
to
sea
steadily
for the East and Gulf coast a few years in
Johannsen, Agent-315% Her- place cost us about $2500. To get "money-bags" banded together in craft, one group going out for better
all their lives. They have we have
already paid their Belay
real unions called "Chambers of working conditions, while another past 30 years, and has sailed all ago.
on St., Aberdeen, Wash.
jumped from fence to fence, sided which
this much we have to ask the cosupposed to have been
was
coasts,
all
kinds
of
ships, and is
Commerce." Their aim is solely for group in another section of counWhen the rank and file member- with all kinds of
"characters"
who
Warehousemen
operation
of
all
and
River
&
Bay
Bargemen
taxed to again stick the entir
the advancement of their own inter- try; both affiliated with the "big unbiased about this "coast busi- ship of the MFOW (ISU) were would wreck
anything that meant membership of our Union for thei
& Powerboatmen
Longshoremen from the West coast
ness."
A
seaman
is a seaman no fighting to break the strangle hold
body" would furnish fuel, as it
ests.
hope for the working stiff. They
Local 1-22, 1.L.W.U.
and also from the Territory of Hapart of these. Understand, min(
matter what coast he comes from, of the Carlsons, Olanders, etc., this
We as workers created "union- were, to the enemy.
have sold phoney leaflets, old time
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays waii.
you,
that we have already pai
Those
of
us
who were in Seattle same "Count" Delaney was "preTime and time again when it
ism" in 1934 on a larger scale
10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero. Chas. De
"Wobs" will have a "bone to pick"
We hope the brothers of the West
their
part
of these taxes once when
In
the
days
of
1934
will
remember
maritime
looks
before
the
ever
as
than
in
if
tending"
President
and
Business
Manto
labor
limey.
be in sympathy with with these gentlemen, if
was about to unite
ever we we paid them their salary.
prizes
will
printed
coast
win
as
on
the
GArfield
1904.
W.
fine
Erickson,
ager,
work that was done for that fight. He was always standindustry, but for a working class there is something comes up to
meet them' aboard ship.
the tickets. First prize, $50; second
aspatcher, GArfield 1904.
If there is one real Union man in
scale, or on even a maritime work- cause dissension and division in unity by Coleman McDonough, and ing about the lobby of the SeaWe
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employment, hunger, or any of the with the assistance of the Wagner would nominate him to such a com- laney, and smelled a rat, as there
of '21-'27, and they had better watch one of these employes of ours
B. Johansen, President.
put up for the buying of a union
mittee.
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surely
render
a
was always a "leak" in their plans.
many other miseries from which we Act that has • made it possible to
C. Jurchan, Recording Secretary. hall and lot costing about $2500.
out. Let them get where they be- puts up toward this measure will
They. "tailed" "Count" Delaney
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of Kane In the Gulf in 36-7 strike)
that we do not give one inch In
FEAR CONSEQUENCES
these frauds when and wherever interested in building up our genThursday at 4:00 P.M., at 86 Com- coast the best of health. May the
what we now have as It is twice
My observations after talking San Pedro and Seattle. I met this and Seymour. When "Count" Demercial Street.
they show their heads. Let us get eral treasury fund or tearing it
best be always for the exploited
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on
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lfrst summer, laney got hip to the fact that
as hard a battle to regain what with those that go to make up the
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treate
on our feet and see that these men down as seems to be customary.
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have any part of the unit/
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the SUP long he flew the coop, and turned up
cases they are of the same opinion,
away from us.
that we build up out here, let us the membership of Headquarter
Blvd., San Pedro,
I remain fraternally,
We now have, in the Maritime that unless we stop this tight we before any of the so-called "super In the Gulf, but the boys down fight
Joseph Harris, 84 Seneca St., Sefor National Unity and on- meeting Thursday, May 5, 1938, and
HARRY K. WAAHILA,
Federation of the Pacific, a body are going to lose all we have gained militants" were ever heard of, and there also got wised up to his wards
attle. Phone ELiot 2562.
to a National Maritime Fed- tabled as result of the illustriou
President-Agent, ILWU
which could do much toward bet- and disrupt the whole movement. although a "youngster in years," work, and he disappeared.
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eration, close ranks, beware of Brothers Quinn and Malone mean2.
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Street,
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Portland, Ore.
good record on all coasts,
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Now, to the surprise of many of
Are we not asking for the same
tering the conditions of the workers
"orators" with a "southern accent." ing that they were being penalized
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent, Thura Kailua, N. Kona, Hawaii, P. 0. in all of the Pacific Coast states. things, namely better
and a mate's ticket, and I am sure the boys who were about New
working
conFraternally,
day, 6:30 P. M., 819 Ksahumanu St
When this thing conies up agai
Box 202.
that
he
would render a report that York in those days, he turns up a
This done, the workers in other ditions, a more equal distribution
Phone 8077, Honolulu, T. H.
JOHN PETERSON, No. 1468.
Headquarters and also in the
at
parts of the country would gain of the good things that make for could be agreed upon by all con- fully fledged member of the SUP
Just as I was going to mail this Branches, do not be misled by thes
CONFERENCE
ASK
confidence and more readily join the American standards of living, cerned. In my talks with him and in San Pedro. I want the member- letter, I
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
happened to see the Fascist phoney statements, as it is posiEditor,
(Headquarters, S. F.)
organizations which would be mod- with an opportunity for every one some of the men aboard the ship ship of the SUP to challenge magazine,
American Mercury, and tively not a penalty in any wit
Voice of Federation:
eled after the same pattern. We that wants to have the chance to upon which he worked, I was struck "Count" Delaney on these facts, behold it has
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another article on the that these employes of the union
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feeling
national
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and
seewhat happens. Affidavits Maritime
would be well on our way toward do so.
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unions by its editor, Har- should pay their own due part a
Harry Lundeberg and copy to V. J.
Why then the divisions? Are unity among all the departments will be produced testifying to the old Lord
a "National Maritime Federation."
Mondays, '7 P. M. at 59 Clay S
Varney, former Wobbly. required by law to a Governmen
(Same date & time for branches,. Malone:
there elements working within the and their desire to achieve some- truth of these statements. What The
NATURAL WEAPON
whole article sounds like account that will later on coin
1938.
May
3,
Harry Lundeberg SecretaryThis cannot be accomplished by ranks to disrupt or break up, what thing like fraternal brotherhood. Is he doing now in Pedro, slander- Messrs.
Chaplin, Sizemore and back to them for their own persona
Mr. Harry Lundeberg, Sec'y-Treas.,
Treasurer, 59 Clay St., S. P.
the use of economic action alone, would give labor the united front? Al Hensler is fair-minded and a ing and lying about Joe Curran and "Count" Delaney,
and it also con- benefit with interest.
P. B. Gill, Agent, 86 Seneca St., Sailors Union of Pacific,
It would appear to the RANK member of no clique, and he gets the ILWU men?
yet many are asking that "politics"
tains a defense of War by Lawrence
Seattle.
I suggest and ask that in th
San Francisco.
my
vote,
too.
The friemberehip of the Mari- Dennis,
be kept out of union affairs. Sure- and FILE that some sort of a
America's Number One Headquarters and Branch meetings
11.. L. Coester, Agent, 111 West
We, a committee elected by PaI know of Tom Burns of Portland, time Federation have a right to
ly these people know they are fight- smoke screen is being laid beBurnside, Portland.
Fascist.
this situation be brptight befor
cific MFOW&W membership in
and he is a sound, fair-minded fel- know who and what organizaH. Christoffersen, Agent, 206 New York, recognizing that continu- ing politics in every move they tween the front ranks and the
On the back is an advertisement the membership and explained
make against the "bosses." They commanding officers, who as in low, and also Tom Fitzsimmons of tion Is behind this "Count" De- by the German
W. 6th St., San Pedro.
State Failroads, clearly by some member of ou
ation of strife jurisdictional beefs
know, also, that economic action most battles, are secure in their New York, I met a seaman named laney.
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workTorres in the Gulf, and I nomlulu, T. H.
Another character that has ap- House
has been choked time and again by poSitions far out of danger.
Investigation Committee of enough in our general treasury
R. Larssen, Agent, 308% East ing for the best interests of unity "boss politics." Does it not seem
In this struggle we need leaders inate him, too, for such a commit- peared out of nowhere is one "Doc" Congress to be
just a Nazi propa- fund to want to add to it to the tun
between coasts are therefore asking
Heron St., Aberdeen, Wash.
logical that if "economic action" that will join hands and at the head tee. I hope that the idea suggested Sizemore, of "South Street Stew ganda machine
in
this country.
of some $1,500 due us from our
Tom Hardy, Agent, 262 Columbia that SUP officials arrange a con- were stronger and more effective of the ranks
and lead us over the in this letter will be acted upon Pot fame," This is the same "Doc"
So now we see where Messrs. former and present employes to
Ave., Vancouver, B. C.
ference with the NMU officials.
by the rank and file of all unions, Sizemore who was around Seattle
than "political action," it would be top.
Chaplin, Sizemore, and "Count" their part of these taxes for the
Frank Berry, Agent, 105 Broad
NMU officials are willing to parMuch has been accomplished dur- and that soe sort of sound plan in the last week of August, trying Delaney get
St., New York, N. Y. Telephone: ticipate in such conference. This the weapon the "bosses" would
their leadership year 1937.
ing the past few years in organizing be drawn up to help break down to get seamen papers, and who from. A fellow
choose?
B-0: 9-9530.
would have to be
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committee believes it is important
condition
lousy
the
of
wrangling
"finagled" a trip card in the Se- deaf, dumb
These people with the political the workers, and in so far as our
and blind not to be wishes for a better union, I am
International Longshoremen's and that special SUP meeting be called
power in their hands are really leaders have brought this to pass that. now exists. I appeal to the attle office of the SUP. This is able to see the
Warehousemen's Union
whole tie-up
Sincerely,
on this question and immediate kcthankful that the great masses of due credit is given, thousands of Executive Board of the Federation the man who tried to sabotage all write in that magazine.
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the workers are ignorant as to the
that have never had a voice
I hope that you'll print this letEvery Monday night at Eagles (Signed) JOSEPH KAY, No. 238
MFOW No. 186.
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"bosses" openly expose themselves ditions are today able to enjoy suggest is that of Tom Hampsen remember his dirty work when the show the maritime
Henry Schmidt, President.
workers what
JAMES P. MERRILL, No, 505
many times by telling the workers more humane treatment and a little of the SUP, who I heard talk at a boys struck the Newtex Line?
forces are at large to smash Our
Germain Bulcke, Vice-President.
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I
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This fellow knows what he is bers of the SUP," etc., and he in the
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had to have experienced men and
the only place they could obtain
them was from the Fishermen's
Union.

Through bitter experience they had
found it was only to the packers'
advantage to have more than one
year contracts that could be broken
at the employers' will.
5-YEAR CONTRACT
The methods of hiring have
During the world war when
wages in most industries were at changed very little since the union
their peak and prices for all com- was first organized in 1902. The
modities were out of sight the employer has always seen to it
Alaska Fishermen's Union had a that they shall have the right to
five-year contract with the packers. hire and fire whom they please.
At Jhe time the contract was drawn Any milibInt worker who dared
up and through the ensuing five stick up for his rights or objected
years the pshermen lived up to the to any of the intolerable conditions
that still exists was eventually
letter of the contract.
and black-listed.
It would have been an easy weeded out
now used in blackpractices
The
matter for the fisitermen to have
are many . . . .
den:tended and obtained wages listing militants
the employers
leave
generally
and
far in excess of those stipulated
Stookes are used for
for In the contract .... but hon- in the clear.
work ... such as supesty prevailed among these men the dirty
who in turn pass the
and they observed their contract elintendents
the fish bosses.
to
along
word
during boom years. Now let us
These hirelings are directly In
go forward to 1933 and see how
contact with the men and they
the packers treated the contract
HELD IMPOTENT
take great pride in putting the
.
them.
For years the union existed in
finger on any employers Interests
Employers in all industries are
name only—as far as dealing with
and their own personal gains
the packers were concerned. Men wont to heap violent maledictions and forget the days when they,
paid their dues and the employer upon any union that violates an were also fishermen.
used the union as a matter of con- agreement in any form or manner
The union does not have control
venience, thereby saving them- . . but very little or no publicity over these men who have always
selves the trouble of seeking legiti- is ever given the fact that the em- been its greatest stumbling block
ployers have been responsible for
mate fishermen elsewhere.
man endeavor to build up a demothe
breaking of contracts with their
In 1924, after years of depressed
cratic rank and file organization.
conditions,' the fishermen revolted employees. In 1929 the Alaska The fish bosses' method of employwhen the packers submitted a pro- Fishermen's Union and the packers ing,fishermen for the season -are
posal that did not meet with the entered into and signed acontract varied and often pretty shady.
approval of the rank and file. This for five years. This contract was Many men patronize their saloons
resulted in a strike and the packers held in good faith by the union. and it is noticed that these saloons
recruited scabs from hither-thither In 1933 the packers thought the are looked upon with favor when
and yon. When the scabs reached time was ripe to force a wage cut II. comes time for signing on for
the fishing grounds they were like on the fishermen since this was the season.
babes in the woods and not being right in line with the National acProgressive fishermen have for
legitilnate fishermen didn't know tion that was being taken by big years been trying to break dowp
•a salmon from a clam. The result business.
the underhanded employer system
The employers at that time of hiring and have all hiring done
was a great loss of both life and
fishing equipment with little or no held the whip hand and took ad- through their own hall in a true
salmon caught. This was a dis- vantage of the poor economic democratic manner. During • the
condition that existed nationwide past year this movement has gained
astrous year for the packers.
With the alternative of either —to force a 32 per cent wage cut momentum among the membership
facing another disastrous financial on the fishermen. At that time wile realize that if the present conyear or dealing with the Alaska there was no Maritime Feder- ditions are allowed to exist, all
Fishermen's Union .... the packers ation of the Pacific to back them gains made in the past few years
again submitted proposals to the up and they were forced to take will be lost forever .... and the
union will again become nothing
union officials who were still in it and like it.
In 1934 the trend of the times more than a name to the employers
the saddle and held the destinies
of the workers in their hands. Not was changing and the union was . . . . and just a matter of conlove for the union . ... but the able to have the wage cut restored. venience when men cannot be obfact that scabs were costly caused Since that year the union has en- tained elsewhere.
(To Be Continued)
the Packers to capitulate. They tered into one year contracts only.

(Continued from page I)
the militancy of the rank and file
they marched onward.
The employers meanwhile tried
every possible means to quell
the leaders who were determined
to get for their men a living
wage from the enormous profits
that the packers were garnering
year after year.
Eventually, through undemocratic methods of hiring, the packers
were enabled to curb the activities
of the militants. The blackball was
held as a club' over all fishermen
due to the fact that the agreements were negotiated by one or
two union officials who saw eye
to eye with the packers. Influenced and dominated by their own
ofSicials the workers were allowed
no democratic expressions and collective bargaining rights of the
rank and file were ignored.

get an agreement, would be committing suicide and violating trade.
MILWAUKEE (FP)—"Mail order
union policy.
union" is the way James C. Batten,
So while the companies proceed- Natl. Labor Relations Board examBy LEWIS LINDSAY
in their one-act comedy, telling iner, dubbed the self-styled Indeed
While the Market St. Ry. Co. is putting on a gigantic
ten unions involved - and the pendent Union of Telephone Operathe
been
has
• y act in order to arouse public sympathy and
that to pay 1937 wages would tors, a company union of Wisconpublic
gr ntedtentatively a 7c fare by the State Public Service
equal to the unions forcing them sin Telephone Co. "hello girls," in
be
Cable
mission, the Municipal lines and the California
to file bankruptcy petitions. They an order handed down here.
ailway Company are both satisfied to charge 5c fares and
then proceeded to issue their 1936
ft, ish rree transfers.
Batten's order was described as
wages "or else!" ultimatum. Nat- the first issued against any affiliate
We will not, draw comparisons4Pcapita1ized issue; the great bulk
urally the unions refused to be of the giant American Telephone &
een the setups of the munici-. of the bonds were sold to eastern
in or stampeded just because Telegraph Co.
taken
ILY operated street car lines and financial interests and the residue
the packers professtd their inabilth,- privately owned Wall St.- Byl- most likely retained by the proHis findings held the company
ity to pay.
to be guilty of unfair labor prac' Co.; let us make some corn- moters and other henchmen con'
It then developed that while
parisons between the two private stituting the inside clique.
tices, including dominating and
the unions were negotiating and
fostering the "independent" union
orations—the Market St. Ry.
With the moneys derived from
while the packers continued to
o. and the California St. Cable Ry
and discrimination against locale
the bonds actually sold in the East,
deal with the dual unions, they
of the Telephone Operators Unelectrification, expansion and conwere also making arrangements
ion, allied with the Intl. BrotherThe Market St. Ry. Co. has cornstruction work proceeded.
(unknown to the union) to turn
hood of Electrical Workers.
P led that their cable car equipover the operation of the Chignik
In this connection, it has been
He directed the company to drop
ent is operated at a loss. In the
and Karluk plants to the Pacific recognition of the
"independent,"
II e of this fact, the California St. said that many of their old rattleAmerican Fisheries, who own cease interfering with
it, and post
Is Ry. Co., which runs nothint trap cars and roaring nerve-racking
one-third interests by virtue of
bu cable cars, and, granting they motor gears that infest the city,
notices in all exchanges assuring
the fishing rights they relinemployes that they are free to join
' the more expensive to operate, were purchased at junk prices from
quished to the packers.
Is doing well with 5c fares and condemned rolling stock obtained
any,labor union of their own choosThe Seattle situation speaks for ing.
'
transfers, and paying a modest in certain eastern cities.
itself. The CIO union has won two
The "mail order union" label was
and respectable dividend to its
Thus did the present Market St.
NLRB elections held under the applied by Batten
union
wreckers,
These
conspired
0 . eholders.
because the 'inRy. Co. come into being. With
to stop the militant march of the most vicious forms of intimidation dependent" was set up after operahis Company's principal line ex- the requirements of normal growth
Cannery Workers, and to• pave the and physical attacks on CIO work- tors at all Wisconsin exchanges
t"'8 the length of California to meet the expansion of the metroway for the return of the contrac- ers, by payed thugs of the dual were, flooded with membership ap- i•eet from Market to Presidio Av- politan area, all the old excess
union. Also in the Seattle area
their peonage and vices.
tors,
plication cards sent by mail, with
enue; an up and cross-town line burdens of an excessively overthese dual unions have the 0. K. of
the alleged connivance of chief opPACKERS
RUN
from Market Street, up O'Far- capitalized s t r u c t u r e involving
the companies with their aid, enerators at the exchanges. The comroll to Jones, thence to Pine ',Street items that should have been amortThe recent NLRB hearings
couragement and perfect co-ordinapany union, Batten added, "is in no
brought out the sordid details. Wor_ ,re it turns onto Hyde and fol- ized and written off the slate, have
tion of class collaboration of emrespect independent" and "does not
ried by the evidence, the packers
.lows that street to the bay; a shut- had to be carried. If the original
ployer and the. AFL.
conform to recognized methods of
attorneys tried to disconnect them1
service is maintained on the independent companies were paid
The present situation is one that
collective bargaining."
selves from the mess, and told the
lock stretch between the inter- off in bonds, it is both reasonable
has been brought about by the comtrial .examiner they recognized our
8!.. ion of Market and McAllister
and natural that they were not
panies themselvek. They are the
local as bona-fide, and would advise
• 'eats and O'Farrell St., where it bought at the close figure for which
ones that can solve it. 3,000 worktheir
clients
deal
to
it.
with
connects with the O'Farrell and a cash. transaction would have
ers want to go to Alaska and are
.- le St., line.
But their clients have incon- entitled to the right to work
,
called. They got the top price.
at
This Company employs two well-.
sistently entered again into ne- decent wages. They are not
asking
long
have
that
cars
old
the
All
. operators on each car, provides
gotiations with the thoroughly for an increase in wages.
They
an adequate protection and signal ago been reduced to ashes, and
discredited union even while they only want to maintain what
gains
have
that
horses
faithful
the
the
" vice covering its own junction
piously claim they were honestthey have been able to achieve in
have continued
oints, keeps its equipment in fine long since died,
ly trying to arrive at an agreethe Rest. To the company themassets—reintangible
as
exist
to
ly • 'king condition, its cars clean,
ment with us.
selves rests the responsibility of
. e I painted and varnished, and carnated In the form of the bonds
By MEYER SHAPIRO
They were trying to arrive at an whether the ships go to Alaska this
them—which
for
paid
•which
1.1 k intains a modest upstairs office
Federated Press
agreement
(with
by
whom?)
throwyear.
• ,r the Company power plant and bonds have, most likely, never
NEW YORK — (FP) — "Smoke
ing stumbling blocks and deliberAs far as the Cannery Workers
merely
but
.
retired
actually
been
tar barn at California and Hyde
ately check-mating any attempt to are concerned, and all the unions brands other than Chesterfield cigreplaced by new issues,u—and up•;ets.
arrive at a solution. What they for that matter, they will not go arets or Philly cigars," say union
must
public
riding
the
which
on
A 21/2 and 3 minute service is
are actually trying to do is to for 1936 wages, nor should the ma- members involved in labor disputes
•
'
„ Vided throughout the day until still pay interest.
force, not only our union to accept chinists be expected to go for a here with manufacturers of these
' he late hours are reached, and
It is even possible that the few
the 1936 wage scale, and direct in- ten-hour day prior to the fish pack products, "and help us smoke out
' a carrying major travel loads horses, and the cars they drew,
terference with our union affairs, and sixteen hours during the fish those concerns into meeting our
' - timed to make even connections which were carried over for a .few
but to force sub-standard wages pack, at straight time. We say, just demands."
a. the intersection of California years into the new regime, have
upon us and other unions.
Twenty salesmen of the Bayuk
"It's up to the packers."
- • Hyde . Streets. Those street never even been amortized and
We are wondering if the commit- Cigar Corp., members of Local 1175,
-The 1936 wages are equal to a
oar riders who use these cable lines written off the slate, but still exist
reduction in pay ranging from 18 tee of "43" has figured how many Confectionery and Tobacco Jobbers
, fortunate in that they enjoy one as.a tangible asset upon the books
to 40 per cent. It is a bitter pill to work days will be lost by the 3,000 Employes Union (AFL) went on
Of the very best street car services of the Company.' This practice is
swallow and a union that would ac- workers in case of a lock-out by strike to obtain a 10% wage ineh the city affords.
not an uncommon one by. any
crease, regular hours and union reccept such conditions in an effort to the packers.
SEATTLE—(FP)—Howard CosPAYS DIVIDENDS
means; it has been widely used by
They have been working
ognition.
tigan, executive secretary of the
hie Company is a home-owned excessively overcapitalized corpor13 to 14 hours a day, six days a
,L ifornia corporation; it has less ations throughout the nation.
Washington Commonwealth Fedweek, doing four men's work—sellthan 200 stockholders—all resieration, warned Democratic Party
By
HENRY
ZON
ing, delivering, collecting and genGOUGE THE PEOPLE
to of California; there are no
WASHINGTON (FP)—Sometimes congressional com- leaders that the state social secureral advertising—pay averaged $46.
Thus, was the United Railways, mittees hold hearings and then issue reports that
outstanding bonds, the Company
surpass ity. department's drastic relief cuts
Only eight scabs remain on the
St.
Market
the
became
later
which
ng free and clear of debt; the
understanding. Such an antic was indulged in recently by are a "betrayal of party platform'
Job. Cooperation of Bayuk's Philpledges" which ,threatens to "jeopPresident of the Company is paid Ry. Co., conceived In a spirit of the Senate's Special Committee on unemployment.
' smaller annual salary than a high finance buccaneering; so has
After a long series of hearings the committee concluded ardize the election of every Demo- WASHINGTON— (FP) —Ending The condition arose, the Presi- adelphia teamsters is expected.
dent continued, out of judicial deci- Meanwhile, New York smoker*
Oivision superintendent of the Mar- it been cradled in the lap of a man- that the repeal of the undivided4
cratic candidate in the fall elec- of the device whereby "men with
which instituted "a policy of are being reached by a handbill
sions
nonhuge
up
build
means"
public
great
sacrificed
that
agement
help
profits
would
materially
tax
't St, R--.).. Co. receives; a courteporations could build up surpluses tion." He asked them to prevail
of income was reciprocal tax immunity." He added campaign calling for a boycott of
B and competent working per- service upon the altar of greed and in alleviating unemployment. The ' beyond the "small change" point upon the state administration to taxable sources
asked of Congress by President that "expressions in recent judicial Ph il II es.
tnnel that remains with the Com- avarice; and likewise, has it been committee reached that conclusion, and find something to do with the rescind the slashes.
Chesterfield cigarets, too, are reRoosevelt in a message advocating opinions lead us to hope that the
•, Y year after year is providing educated in the school, of "gouge it said, because of the unanimity of men they employed?
King county commissioners,
assumptions underlying those doc- ceiving firm abstention on the part
subto
statute"
simple
and
"short
a
the Public with
the people, overwork the workers the testimony from business leadYet the Senate committee on meanwhile, were urged by the
satisfactory street
trines are being questioned by the of fair-minded smokers in behalf
in ers to that effect.
unemployment and relief, because Washington Old Age Pension Union ject all governmental salaries and
service at a 5c fare and free and pay the minimum wages,"
all future governmental bond issues court itself and that these tax im- of the fight by Local 144, Window
order to carry the load.
transfers—and the
The committee completely ig- a lot of guys told them so, think
stock is Paying
to "follow through" with their ormunities are not the inexorable re- Trimmers and Displaymen's Union
to taxation.
•
idends consistent with a modest
Is it not evident why we are nored the unanimity of ignorance that repeal of the undistributed ders against relief and ,old age asunder the constitution of the United Retail Employes
quirements
by
the business men when profits tax would help relieve unand decent rate of earnings,
The President told Congress that
forced to ride in rattletraps that displayed
sistance cuts and to ignore the
itself but are the result of judickal (CIO), who are demanding use of
Suthey
committhe
appeared
of
before
trend
recent
the
believed
he
employment. Not one taxation ex- threat by State Social Security DiInstead of seeking a 7c fare, should have been junked years
union labor to install the window
decision."
'a Management will protest ago; is it not further evident why tee as to the cause of the depres- pert testified to that conclusion rector Charles F. Ernst that the preme Court decisions indicated
, .ainat such a raise. Fewer peo- we must.endure the inconvenience sion or its cure. It likewise ignored and not one person who might State will take over King county that tax exemption of government A present all federal and most displays of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., the only cigaret company
..- e will ride the cars if an In- of one-man cars that are a , trans- completely the fact that these same reasonably be called an expert relief unless the commissioners re- securities and salaries—state and state and city bonds are exempt
in New York not using union trimtaxes.
state
and
federal
it
both
from
opinion
leaders
whose
business
a
without
be
ended
federal—could
economist told the Senate com- 'scind their recent resOlutions recreased fare is imposed.
portation nuisance, a menace to
Under the legislation asked the fed- mers:
-, his old San Francisco home- public safety, and a nerve-racking values so highly are the same ones mittee that.
storing the social security reduc- constitutional amendment.
the,
government would be able to
the
to
eral
brought
country
who
°wiled enterprise, founded many imposition upon the men who must
"Men of great means best able
The action of the committee is tions.
from state, federal and
1932.
bitter
income
tax
in
'depression
trough
have
risks
business
assume
to
:'1'8 ago, and which has been con- run them in order to earn a livestrangely like' that of a Hollywood
On the subject of the undis- motion picture director who bought
ducted as an honest business and lihood?
been encouraged to lock up sub- municipal bonds and state salaries.
I ' ver
tributed profits tax there was two thousand airplanes because the
stantial portions of their funds States could also tax income from
capitalized in excess of its
An excellent and simple analogy of the testimony of one Wm. Knudl'ue physical
In tax-exempt securities," the federal bonds as well as their own
man who sold them promised to
value, has survived the initial. thiited Railways transIt is fine, officer-like conduct President's message said. "Men and federal salaries.
a the storms and
sen, the $500,000 a year president throw one in free.
stresses of eco- action Would be exemDlified by a
for a San Francisco cop to twist. a
of the General Motors Corpora- - lc strife and depression.
Recently James Cromwell, hus.
As for the rest of the committee's girl picket's arm and slap her face. with little means who should be
..111 borrowirg $200,000 from . a tion. Knudsen said it would help
Prior to the fire of April, 1906,
encouraged to hold the secure band of Doris Duke, told a Senate
they
exhibit
rea
recommendations
company to purchase to "restore confidence" and that
That was the decision by the po- obligations of the federal and committee that he and his wife
eral other Independent trans- moi•ii•; •:e loan
markable paucity of ideas. "Keep
MEN'S TAILORS
a piece of property for $50,000.
lice commission when it exonerated state governments have been didn't care a great deal what taxes
Portation cm.
companies would be able to build
panies operated horse
everything the way it is now, don't
unof
Reinke
H.
the
Ernest
of
keep
ownership
Patrolman
to
which
itequire
with
would
He
surplus
a
up
- , Cable cars throughout the city.
obliged to pay a relatively higher were levied because they had $50,change anything and sit tight," is
officer-like conduct in connection price for those securities than 000,000 worth of government bonds.
'•hile San Francisco lay in ashes property and still have $150,000 left men at work during slack times.
general tenor of the recommenthe
with a Communist demonstration the very rich because the tax-im- The legislation asked for by the
When they asked the same Knud"e early 20th Century finance- to exp:.N.nd upon • improvements
dations. Consolidation of the govbefore the German consulate, and munity is of much less value to President would prevent the recurirates appeared, seemed options or oi,li.:_l'wise use as he saw fit. But sen why the General Motors Corp.
This firm has been fair to
ernment employment facilities and
:onthe various properties (all ex- whe.t would his equity be worth? did not use' its $475,000,000, surplus the unempolyment compensation further commended him for his han- them than to those whose in- rence of such a situation.
Union Labor
dling of the demonstration.
Of Course. the stock of the Market to keep men at work during slack
J t the California
comes fall in the higher brackSt. Cable, Ry.
work, the moving up of the date
'divisayby
first,
any
paid
has
responded,
never
Co.
he
times
Ry.
Co., which refused to fall in line St.
Attend Your Union Meeting.
ets."
for old age pension payments, and
dends for the simple reason that ing that the $475,000,000 was just
,, h the merger scheme) and
proquestioning of WPA workers
the
ceeded to combine the independent the eniire property is bonded for "small change" and, secondly, that as to outside earnings are the chief tend to his own farm in proper
•
Highway Workers Ask
fashion.
, even if they could have kept men recommendations.
Panics into a street car merger 'far more than it is worth.
Contract
Wage
Living
been
have
would
there
work
known as the United Railways.
But somebody told the commitInterest upon this enormous out- at
BE CONSISTENT
At one point the committee sug'The bribery of certain city of. standing issue of bonds, and the nothing for them to do.
that work relief is preferable
tee
(FP).—Over
farmPa.
relief
the
direct
to
that
HARRISBURG,
gests
DEMAND THE LABEL
REASONING
• STRANGE
ricials involved in the securing fainhous top salaries of the big boys
to direct relief and, without reKANSAS CITY, Mo. (FP). —The 12,000 highway workers, members
- a new franchice at that time, who sit at the mahogany desks, will If the huge General Motors Cor- ers through the Farm Security Ad- gard to exceptions or qualificaministration be abolished and
and Live up to Your
Lumber Co. hassigned an of the State, County & Municipal
.ormed a disgusting chapter in not pe.mit stock dividends. What poration finds that $475,000,000 is
proceeded Schutte
projects established for the tions, the committee
with the Intl Brother- Workers, demonstrated here on the
agreement
Union Principles
the black record of the graft ex- has become of this worthless stock? just pin money in the way of sur- works
on the theory that all direct rehood of Teamsters, ending a dis- steps of the capital demanding a
there is nothing that needy farmers except in those
that
and
•
plus
of
°Se, and prosecutions of the petestimony
trusting
Has it been peddled to the
areas in which works proejcts are lief is bad. The
pute of several months during living wage and an answer from
Plod immediately following the public, or is it still in the posses- vast organization could do even if
farmers, generally, has .been that
given
is
reason
No
feasible.
not
on
chance
which all lumber concerns in the Gov. George Earle to the union's
they did hire men, what
re,
increased direct relief would help
.
skin of the estates of the original
for the recommendation.
corsmaller
closed down their plants for wage program for highway workthe
city
that
there
is
earth
With their options secured, the promoten clique and the allied
them immensely in setting themMUST-STAY HOME
three weeks in an effort to intimi- ers. Addressed by Pres. John A.
!ance-pirates incorporated the (Ill- henchmen? •
selves up once again as operatto
listened
the
Had
committee
date the workers. The maneuver Phillips of the Pennsylvania Indusenindustrial
gists and experienced
aPidated and partially destroyed
ing farmers.
If the. load is fimIlly breaking tlic
have
might
,
they
farmers
the
failed. The new agreement pro- trial Union Council and others, the
.. 'opertics upon the basis of 100
gineers.
UNION TAILORS
So far the committee has spent vides for the 40-hour week and a meeting also adopted resolutions
let. the Coalthen
themselves
,
back,
camel's
farmers
the
that
learned
over
taken
.,.,
(or
Reorganization
- lee of , highly equipped railway
find out
to
$35,000
approximately
recovRoosevelt's
Pres.
indorsing
take
that
hour.
projects
works
an
iliqu
cents
5
to
of
wage increase
puny go through bankruptcy,
716 Market Street
by the city) upon such a basis, object
age.
ery program.
away from their farms. these things. If the results finally
date its inflated bonds and watered will put an end to all this bally- them
HIGH FINANCE
simply be left stand- produced are no better , than the
•
This was done upon a gi:•'?.:Itic stocks, and he scaled (Iowa to the hoo and hullabaloo about 7c fares. Farms cannot
Six thousand were arrested in
is away work- ones produced so far a lot of peoowner
while
the
ing
demonstration has
pay,
of
"Freedom
would
anti-Fascist
:le—the promoters, retaining the intrinsic values of its physical prop- The public must no longer
no
that
to
Italy
need tend- ple are going to be entitled to raise
no
Since 1900
nor be expected to continue pay- ing on a project. They
stock, but paying for the old Irantake a pot-shot at Hitler on his re- been taken away ... There is
not to be devaluation
weather is a holler about a waste of the taxerties-L-this
the
what
matter
no
ing
of
.orgy
. toes and properties with the newright to organization any more."—
ing, for that criminal
Rome.
FRANCISCO
to
visit
SAN
cent
payers' money.
Article in the Angriff, official organ
.13, issued bonds. These paper bond termined by, bankers, brokers, spec- high finance foisted upon the City and the farmer who has to trot
from home each
•
of the Nazi Labor Front.
"Yntents consumed but a small ulatcro, gamblers, or professional of San Francisco over 30 years 10 or 15 miles
Attend Your Union Meeting.
Patronize Our Advertisers
on a project cannot
work
to
day
ago.
llortion of the excessively over- politicians, but by trained technolo(Continued from Page 1)
the labor movement, because of its
progressive policy and tremendous
gains made for the benefit of its
members. It has won the admiration of all holiest unionists along
the Pacific slope.
Prior to the return of the men
from Alaska in 1937, a group of disgruntled and defeated candidates
expelled from the union, for various
anti-union activities, banded themselves together,' and with the fraternal blessings of Vandeleur, who
later issued the charter, formed a
union dual to the existing one.
In this despicable and disruptive alliance, where such personages as Fred West, Feliciano,
Duhagon, Vincent Lopez (convicted in the 1934 Peonage trials)
and later Atienza and Sakamakl,
former labor contractor and at
present in the importing business. This group was undoubtedly aided and abetted, or at least
encouraged by the packers themselves by promising to carry on
negotiations with them.
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membership that he considered it must be united on a coastwise b
an improper time to hold a meeting so that they will be able to strike.
Published Every Thursday by
and that the meeting be postponed in all ports in a co-ordinated, for
THE MARITIME FEDERATION of the PACIFIC COAST
until the following day. This re- ble and efficient way when they a
•
Comprising
quest
was refused and the meeting attacked. The conditions we ha
I. L. W. U. Pacific Coast
N. 0. M. M. & P. of the West Coast
convened without the agent being today is as good as it is beca
Marine Engineers Beneficial Assn.
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
Present. The following actions the branches of our association are
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water Tenders and Wipers Assn.
were taken by the meeting accord- united with headquarters and sta
Marine Cooks and Stewards Assn. of the Pacific
By REVELS CAYTON and IRV DVORIN
ing
to the minutes presented at the united through '24, '36 and '37'
....mp..IM6011M1B.IIMIIIKHI
•
1Mou4m.uaio..INPOI.M.H.....
Inland Boatmen's Union of the Pacific
.IIPO
Alaska Fishermen's Union
trial:
strikes. Any break in this un
International Assn. Machinists, 79 and 68
A special meeting called at head- and elect Watson Agent pro-tern.
OVERLOOK
TRIAL
by any branch and the entire Iron
American Radio Telegraphists Assn.
quarters at San Francisco, SecreUpon the arrival in Seattle it was
A motion was carried to suspend is gone.
And Affilrates
tary E. F. Burke and Fourth Pa- found that the following had ocAgent Harris. The charges against
Third:' Judge Lawler points o
trolman Revels Cayton were in- curred:
At the Golden Gate.Press, 120 Golden Gate Ave.
the agent as preferred by Max what actual conditions we are
structed to proceed immediately to
Bro. Harris, in accordance with
San Francisco, Calif.
Phone ORdway 3241
Watson, were accepted. A trial "All branches shall be under t
Seattle in compliance with the re- instructions from Headquarters,
committee to try the agent was Immediate jurisdiction of headquarquest of the Seattle membership. started issuing the new books of
elected. The date of the trial was ters and shall be governed by t
EDITORIAL AND EXECUTIVE BOARD
Bros. Burke and Cayton left San our union in exchange for the old
set at nine o'clock the next morn- rules adopted by headquaqers," is
President
J. W. ENGSTROM
Francisco Wednesday morning and ISU books. An attempt was made
ing. The date of the next regular nothing new in the constitution
Secretary-Treasurer
J. KUCIN
arrived in Seattle Friday. After ap- in one of the meetings to elect a
meeting of the branch was set for rights of the .Marine Cooks an
proximately a month's stay, the fol- committee to send the books back
Vice-President
R. BENSON
ten o'clock the next morning. (It Stewards' Association. This r
to
lowing
San
Francisco
report
is
and
submitted
at
the
on
the
same
Carl Tillman
J. E. Sneddon
H. Norman
0. E. Roistad
should be noted that according to has been part of our ConstitutiO
occurrences that have taken place time stop the issuance of the new
Z. R. Brown
V. .1. Malone
John Schomaker
the minutes that were introduced since 1901. Judge Lawler stat
in
the
books.
Seattle
Brother
Branch
Harris
and
on the
instructed
Harry Hook
Paul Benson
M. E. Olsen
in court that the agent was sus. as follows: "The constitution w
anti-union tactic responsible for the Chairman of the meeting that
.......
Pro Tern
R. DUNAVON
pended before he had a trial.)
adopted back in 1901, amended in
such a motion was unconstitutional
these events.
(Member of American Newspaper Guild)
1937 in some particular, but not
following
The
morning
the
trial
This illustration shows two veterans of the Pacific Coast Fisher- BACKGROUND OF SITUATION and should he ruled out of order..
underThe court action finally taken by When the chairman refused Bro. committee called upon Agent Harris to effect this litigation as I
"Entered as second-class matter, October 19, 1936, at the post office at men's Union as they look in their "coat of armor" fighting a good fight
branch
stand
the
it."
1901
to
Since
come
before
them
for
trial.
on the picket line at eKtchikan, Alaska.
a small group in Seattle, is part of Harris adjourned the meeting, statSan Francisco, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879."
proceeded
a long range program that ha, for ing the membership could not act Brother Harris refused to recog- and headquarters have
an
harmoniously
to
get
along
nize
the
legality
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Per Year — $2.00
of
the
committee.
Its objective the forcing of the on any such unconstitutional matSINGLE COPIES -- Five Cents
The committee then reported to the many are asking how it is that
anti-C10, anti-Maritime Federation ter.
appe.
Advertising Stales furnished on application
A telegram had been sent tt socalled regular meeting that had this particular time there
policies of the SUP upon the MC &
Make all checks, Money-orders, payable to Sec.-Treas.
S and doing away with the major Agent Harris from San Francisco been called for ten o'clock. Their forces in the Seattle I3ranch w
declare
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast-24 Calif. St., San Francisco
policies of the MC & S in support- to the effect that be would be held recommendation was that Agent can see now Way but to
dome
ing the MFPC and C10. The plan strictly responsible by San Fran- Harris be suspended. The recom- war on headquarters and
the independence of the Seattle
was to create as much disunity and cisco if he allowed B. Hunt, a sus- mendation was concurred in.
The meeting then elected Wat- branch. Why was this not nece
confusion as possible between the pended member, to participate in
sary before? Why suddenlY at this
It is difficult to find any excuse for those outlandish
Seattle branch and Headquarters. any more meetings. Accordingly son agent pro-tern and Watson
contraptions known as one-man street cars.
(Last of a series of three articles explaining the sig- The moves which were sponsored Brother Harris refused to open up came to Harris Ewa informed him late date when unity is our orga
zation is needed more than ever?
Not even on the ground of a harsh and heartless econ- nificance of the Japanese rout at the hands of the Chinese over a long period with deathly pre- a special meeting called on April of the action 'and demanded that
at Taierhchwang. The writer is a student of military strat- cision on the part of this group 11th. Max Watson then stated to Agent Harris turn the office over Fourth: Fr-our the evidence th
omy is there any reason for them because they open the egy whose writings have been widely
the men assembled that they would to him. This Harris refused to do. was advanced by Watson, Harr
syndicated through- were as follows:
.
way to the obtaining of damages against the car company out North and South America.)
I. The illegal recalling of the hold a meeting whether the Agent On Friday, April 15th, an attempt and Campbell and their a•torne
By BERNARD SEEMAN
that is bound to wipe out even the doubtful econoniies
CIO referendum ballot by Watson was there, or not. This they pro- was made by Secretary E. F. Burke the judge was prompted to ins
Federated Press
and Agent Harris to call a regular the following remarks: "But, we
operated along the Japanese with the support of Jack Leppold ceeded to do and a committee
claimed for them.
was
The undeclared Sino-Japanese flanks and the partisan peasantry in San Francisco.
meeting to order. However, be- cannot accuse or judge him (H
elected
to
investigate
the. probaThey are a continuous threat to the peace of mind of all war might very possibly have been
tween
the presence of B. Hunt and ris) of being a foreigner because
rose up In the Japanese rear.
g. Printing of dues receipt books tionary books which had been exemployes of the street cars,and particularly those who have over in a short time had the Jap- Sooner or later, the Chinese in Seattle
instead of getting them changed for the new books. Bro, Joe Kokler assuming the chair on the rules and regulations and t
given the best years of their lives in serving the company anese followed their original plans. knew, the Japanese army would at Headquarters as has been the Harris presented them with
the pretext that he had been elect- constitution provides the method
the old
They would have occupied Hopeh, advance so far into China arid practices for the past
faithfully.
books and everything was found in ed chairman in the rump meeting, selecting an agent." It ehould I
30 years.
North Shansi, Chahar and Spivukin have so extended and vulnerable
April 12th, and this meeting was noted that the attitude that Broth
3. Refusal to send money col- perfect order.
They threaten the lives of passengers not only at rail and stopped. Then
they would have a line of communications that its lected for dues, ,fines,
merely
the reconvening of the re- Harris is a foreigner here is no
TAKE
and
assessBOOKS
crossings, but in the lack of protection against an unruly erected a system of' blockhouses superiority
cessed
meeting
of the 12th, no regu- believed by the Seattle men as
over the Chinese ments to headquarters. Holding
Then Watson, Hunt, Donahugh,
passenger or passengers. They impede traffic when the along their new frontier and let tlee would vanish. Then the guerril- these monies in the
whole but has been sponsored a nd
lar
meeting
was
called.
Cambell,
the
Seattle Branch
committee which was
developed by a few.
motorman must hold up auto traffic while he makes change. Chinese break their heads against las and partisans would sever its in direct violation to the constitu- elected only for the purpose of
After a three-hour open forum
exIn this connection it is Interim*
CernmuincatIons, Isolate it and tion.
amining the books that had been on the Hunt question, Bros. Burke
Street ear patrons pay for service of two-man cars and them.
But the new epirit of a unified attack its flanks and rear while •
4. The introducing of a resolution taken up and new ones granted, at- and Clayton and Harris left. the ing to remember that Brother W
that is what they should have.
son was elected ass!stant secretary
China was an element that the Jai), the Chinese regulars would stop by Watson 'inviting a suspended tempted to take the new
books of meeting. Watsien assumed the ofanese command had not reckoned their slow retreat, close in and de- member.
our union, which bad arrived from fice of agent pro-tern and a com- of our union at a time when he w'
hs
ei dpionrt ionf ts
he
with originally. It was a potential stroy It.
eapto
.le.
tlret of Sceartztute
5. Voiding of the regular annual San Francisco -out of the office by mittee, in which Hunt was in- rte
to Sr
threat to the future of the Japanese • That is the story of Taierh- ballot for the election of officers force and violence and were
Ire
cluded
was
elected
to
Consult
a
stop(From Business Week)
F
openr
a
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s
co
arms.
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a
w
t
empire. It had to be crushed. As chwang. That is the story the Chi- and refusal to seat the duly elected ped only ,when several rank
lawyer
and
find out their legal
and
Doubtless when a man is in a coma, he makes no con- a result, the Japanese army contin- nese hope to repeat nad repeat un- agent, Joe Harris,
that apsorit
tai nt
'ec
a:
ei esciiw
file members rushed into the office rights. On April 20th Bro. Harris
scions resistance to death; but even then the spirit that has ued its advance further into China. til the last Japanese Invader is 6, Supporting and voting for af- and came to the assistance of the received a court order in which secretary and functioned in th
possessed him in his conscious moments is not altogether It attacked Shanghai, symbol of driven from Chinese soil. The Chi- filiation to the Seafarer's' Federa- Agent. In the fight that followed Max Watson demanded that a capacity w I tin o u t mention or
that he hailed from Seatt
vanished. It affects him unconsciously. And if he has modern China, and in doing so nese believe it can be done and tion, when headquarters and the the box containing the books was mandatory injunction be given him thought
On the contrary he was accepted as
changed a military occupation into point to Taierhchwang to bear them rest of the branches had denounced broken and the contents
against
Bro.
Harris,
ordering
Harscattered
fought bravely for life all along, if his resolution has never a large-scale war.
all over the floor, Bro. Harris was ris to turn over the entire proper- a member of the Marine Cooks a
out.
the Seafarers' Federation move.
flagged despite pain and weakness, then there is pretty
WEAKER JAPANESE
7. Refusal to accept the new book obligated to call upon the police ties of the Union, monies, books, Stewards' Association of the P
The Chinese undoubtedly excific and not from anyone indivi
good reason for believing that he is fighting on, even in pected to lose Shanghai, just as
At present, as a result of the Chi- or our Union and attempting with to help him safeguard the property etc., to Watson.
Intl port. It is regretful that Br
his coma; he is fighting against death, he is fighting to they later expected to lose Nan. nese victory at Talerlichwang, the force and violence to take them of the union.
COURT ACTION AGAINST MAWatson did not do all within his
Japanese
have
Following the attempt to forcably
begun an imposing from the agent and send them back
Jive, he is fighting for more days and years in which to king and many other of their
RINE COOKS AND STEWARDS
power to see that the same co
counter-attack
take
in
the
South
San
to
Shantung.
,Francisco.
books
cities.
In
fact,
at
the
outset of the
another special
ASSOCIATION
watch the world and see what it has to offer and in what
tesy
was extended to Harris.
They
feel
it
that
is absolutely nec8. Electing a suspended member, meeting was called. Agent Harris
fighting they could expect no vicThe case was tried before Judge
ways he may still take an active part.
(To Be Continued)
tories. What they could do, how- essary for this .counter-attack to B. Hunt, as delegate to the Mari- was asked in the hostile atmo- Lawler in the Superior Court of
And thus General Pershing fought on, while the funeral ever, was disperse the Japanese succeed and for Soochow to fall if time District Council No. 1.
sphere, that had been whipped up, the State or Wasilington, with the
BAKERS WIN STRIKE
train waited, and undertakers made ready, and radio army over as wide an area as pos- they are to regain their lost pres- 9. Calling of a rump meeting at to come and address the meeting court room crowded with members
voices rolled on in long narrations of the sick man's life, and sible and thus weaken it as an- tige, As a consequence of this which, under the leadership of Wat- and state his position. Brother of the MC & S. 'hie full facts of NEW ORLEANS — (FP) De.
Unto
urgency, they
newels of
newspaper obituaries and mournful editorials were set up entity. That was their aim at the quantities. have withdrawn large son, the membership was.induced Harris told the committee that due the caee were presented to the for higher Local 35, Bakers hou
of men and materials illegally to suspend Agent Harris to the unsettled condition of the court. Max Watson, E. Carol, Camwages and shorter
time the Japanese were threatenin type. And suddenly there was Pershing, asking for a ing to advance beyond Nanking to from Shansi and 1-1Opeh.
bell and B. Hunt all took the wit- won agreements for 350 worker
barber and eating lamb stew. There was Pershing, there Hankow. The Chinese deliberateThese withdrawals are bound
ness stand for Watson. All were empoyed br 70 bakeries here, Ov
bakeries,
was courage. Is there a lesson in that today for business ly provoked an Invasion of Shan- to weaken the Japanese in those
submitted to questioning by the at- 100 employes of 17 other
provinces and make , it possible
tung by burning the Japanese
torney for the Union and 'Watson's among them some of the largest
men?
for the Chinese, particularly the
sections of Tsingtao.
lawyers. Bro. Harris took the stand the city, howeveie met with blunt
eighth route army, which, Is opIn
his own defense and was Sup- refusals and are out on FAH
CONTINUAL RAIDS
erating in that area, to reap a
ported by 13ro. Nichols, Secretary E. Agreements signed call for a 48As a result, the Japanese army
harvest of victories. (A New And to the Secretary, Harry with a proposed "Seafarers' F. Burke. They in turn were
hour week, time and a half f
quesThere is no use blinking the fact that there is a growing at Nankeng was so weakened that York Times corrsepondent in a
• Lundeberg:
Federation" — to establish tioned and cross-examined by both oVertime and wage increases,
not only could it no longer continue
cabled story from Shantung pub- Dear Brothers:
hiring halls in Seattle and all attorneys. At the conclusion of the some instances, of 50 to 100%.
tendency toward wage cuts and that wage cuts have made, its
advance, but it had to contract
lished May 3 reports the Chinese
some progress.
fifth day Judge Lawler rendered
We have positive knowl- other coast ports?
its lines because of the activity of
lines "firm."
Did the RANK AND FILE his decision. A brief analysis of the
No major organized groups have gone backward and a Chinese guerrillas in the surround- have "spent"The Japanese forces edge that Max Watson, fortheir strength and
members of the SUP know decision follows:
good many have maintained wages and even improved ing areas. More than that, Chines are desperately "trying to hold merly Agent of this Union at that this money would be
OPEN ALL NIGHT
Seattle Branch, received a
ANSWERS QUESTIONS
irregulars ultimately appeared in
them, in the face of one of the fastest downward business
their positions," he said.)
used
part
exto
the
of
pay
HUNDRED
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LOAN
of
The
decision
handed
down by
districts supposedly dominated by
In the meantime, the Chinese are DOLLARS from one of the penses of an extensive camslides on record.
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Judge. Lawler closes up definitely
the Japanese. In North China, in
rumored to bp training a huge army OFFICIALS of the SUP.
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and
many
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facing
our union
But there have been altogether too many wage slashes. Shansi and near Peiping and Tien- deep in
LABORtion,Oakland
o
Adeline
the interior—an army so
Sta
shipowners
break
the
to
unity
and answers those disruptive forces
In view of this fact, I have
tsin, Chinese irregulars seeped
They have hit those unable to resist.
UNION
well-tranied and well-armed With
the Japanese lines and carbeen instructed by the regu- of the Maritime Federation? in our association in their various .M.0.0inki• o•o.imwo....o........coi...•eamr
French, Russian and other foreign
Employers who cut wages are but aggravating a bad through
ried out raids in the very heart of
meeting at Marine Cooks —to ship cooks and stewards attempts to misconstrue and conlar
equipment as to be able to meet
situation.
Japanese-held territory.
Stewards Headquarters, OFF THE DOCK up and fuse tire constitution of our Union.
the Japanese anywhere on equal &
5th, to ascertain the fol- down the Pacific Coast, in First.. judge Lawler points out
May
The moral is: ORGANIZE! The unions are holding the
So the Chinese strategy un- terms. Soon, it is said, this
army
lowing information from the defiance of this Union, now the necessity of having a headfolded itself. Whatever regular will be ready to go into action.
line for returning prosperity.
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established for thirty-seven quarters system in a seagoing craft y
HisSUP:
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troops Chiang Kai-Shck had at tory will soon divulge the
years as the bargaining such as ours. "It is apparent that
effect
2336 East 14th St.
his disposal engaged, the Jap- of this army an the final
Under what circamstances agency for the Marine Cooks that
outcome
Is the only way they can have
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anese front while the guerrillas of the war.
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here today and gone toWHEN is the SUP
giving emergency help to thousands of unemployed workDubinisky of the International Las ($200) to Max Watson?
discontinue its policy of fight- morrow, and how the headquarters
ers.
Was the loan approved by ing every other Union in the of ;this organization is at San /Fran(Bee Garment Workers Union has
Millions of dollars are being spent by unions to maininformed CIO Chairman 'John L. the membership of the SUP? Maritime Federation, with cisco. They must have a head9TH & BROADWAY
tain their idle members, by payment of unemployment NEW YORK—(FP1—Threat of a Lewis that he will not be able to Do the RANK AND FILE the help of the Teamster Un- quarters one place and they select
Oakland
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of the members of the SUP know ion, the Hearst Press, and the San Francisco because of the labor
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offices forced the Caneolidated Edi- CIO's housing committee, for
amount of shipping from that •
which that this $200 has been used phoney AFL?
Organized labor, as many times before, is writing a son Co. to accede to demands made he
was selected at the recent meet- by Max Watson, Boston Hunt
Are the rank and file mem- point." So it is, clear that it is a
chapter that fits in with the fine story of human helpfulness by the Coordinating Committee for ing of CIO leaders in Washington. (suspended from this Union)
bers
of the SUP going to con- necessity' in the opinion of our conCALLING ALL CARS
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Additional Rank and File Letters

The membership of 1LWU, Local the ability and integrity of the law- something to say about this com- night is a good example. The waEND DICTATORSHIP!
FAVOR RESOLUTION
terfront has been flooded from
1-10, is vitally interested in the fi- yers, we can only point to their ing off the ships.
S. S. Coloradan,
time to time with anonymous bulEMPLOYERS HELP
The following resolution adopted
nancial status of the local as well record in the recent labor hearings
San Pedro, May 6, 1938.
by the Marine Cooks and Stewards
The sailors will vote on AFL af- letins pUblished by a so-called Comas the future welfare of their un- and as representatives of men who
NEW YORK (FP)—First birthAssociation and presented to Dis- Editor,
ion. Eagle's Hall was packed to the have been on trial for union ac- filiation. According to all reports mittee of Old Timers. But when
of the Natl. Maritime Union
day
trict Council No. 2' at its regular Voice of the Federation,
the teamsters have served orders the pressure became very warm
doors, with the vast majority of the tivity.
found it boasting of "a 1-year recthe
Sir:
preach
That
Dear
individuals
those
go
has
they
either
1938,
1,
March
that
on
held
meeting
members remaining until adjournThe question has sometimes been to Lundeberg
paralthe Old ord of achievement hardly
During the past two weeks a ment.
been concurred in by the crew
asked why we got rid of Collins. AFL or the teamsters' support will program as outlined in
leled in trade union history."
membership
scrambling
Federation
start
bewildered
bulletin
Timers'
teamsters
S.
the
S.
because
Department,
of the Engine
The secretary - treasurer, accord- The answer is that a brother mem- be cut off
Already established as the barMatsonia, on April 3, 1938. It was has been bombarded with an aval- ing to membership ruling, had is- ber was injured on the job by hav- are tired of putting out money for backward denying their own bullegaining agent for a majority of the
propaganda,
waterfront
of
anche
tin.
unindependent
an
then presented to the mass meeting
sued a financial statement giving ing a hook run through his hand. the support of
65,000 deep-sea seamen on the Atsponsored by District Council No. 2 conflicting radio news reports and the expenditures and income of the He was sent to the hospital and ion when this independent union
Evidently the shipowners or one
sfficers.
lantic and gulf coasts, it has won
beef
A
press.
daily
prejudiced
a
they
as
much
as
contributing
on March 8, 1938, .and was unaniof their $2t0 a month stooges pubpast seven months. This report died three days later. The com- is not
I quote this malicious attack:
closed shop contracts with 60% of
lished a bulletin without consultmously adopted by 1,000 or 1,200 involving .only about half a dozen showed that we had spent $7,000 pany doctors said it was a disease should' to the AFL.
Persistent rumors have it that
the industry and another 20% is exten
the
only
of
and
one
ships
cargo
members of the Maritime FederaAn interesting fact in the Tacoma ing the committee, which resulted pected to sign in four to six weeks.
of the kidneys and he was denied
.more than we took in.
onsiderable underhanded work
units of the Maritime Federation
weeks prior in confusion within their own
is going on 'round the dispatch- tion of the Pacific Coast who were
However, in taking the floor on any compensation. The day the situation is that two
Substantial wage increases have
has developed into a major issue.
gave ranks. The membership is well
employers
the
lockout
Collins
the
to
Lawyer
held
was
autopsy
•r' desk. It looks fishy, to say present.
-Treasurer
the Secretary
report
been won by the union and hiring
his
Whereas: The unity of seamen The fate of our Federation of
up the docks in order aware of the program, or more halls have been established by it as
the least.
did not confine himself just to the was told to appear, which he failed time to clean
•
to
receiving
appears
be
men
40,000
correctly, the lack of program
and longshoremen in 1934 was the
pressure.
a functioning factor for most of the
financial report. He pointed out that to do because he was intoxicated. to relieve the local
as dispatcher, wish to refute
which certain individuals have been
means by which we were able to little consideration.
record
Cox's
Secretary
Former
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because
(a)
red
the
in
is
union
guts
industry.
any
this. If the writer had
the
win our strike against the ship- • The ports of Seattle, Tacoma,
This program of advocation of advocating for the past several
Some 52,000 seamen joined the
.e wouid sign his name.
there are too many reds in the un- speaks for itself, but even this
Portland, San Francisco and San
owners; and
much
too
was
duty
of
neglect
gross
unionism or AFL is in years.
officials'
Independent
the
of
because
NMU in the past 12 months, most
(b)
ion,
It seems to me that just because
Whereas: This unity between Pedro, have been systematically
RANK AND FILE SOLID
of them exchanging books of the
lavish expenditure of money,(c) be- for him to stomach and by his rec- line with the program of the teamdo not belong to a certain, vicious
seamen and longshoremen has been thrown into an uproar over a beef
It is only by the high spirit of Intl: Seamen's Union for those of
local subscribes to too ommendation Lawyer Collins was sters' officials, Mr. Ryan and Mn'.
lique at headquarters and branches drawn closer together through the which could have easily been ad- cause the
many papers and puts out too much replaced by the above lawyer's firm, Lundeberg. It means these men unity and the clear understanding the NMU. The union was chartered
the idea of electing a dispatcher
Maritime Federation of the Pacific justed in conferences between the propaganda.
which was concurred in by the want complete control of the des- of the issues involved that the rink by the CIO Feb. 16, 1938. Candi'Y a coast referendum vote sud- Coast through which the 1936-37 organizations involved. The port
membership.
tiny and security of every one of and file has defeated every attempt dates from 182 national, district and
RECOMMENDATIONS
denly came into being. For years
strike was won, and our present of Tacoma is closed.
members. If they can't get to split the longshoremen's local. port offices are now involved in a
their
AGAINST CIO AFFILIATION
He offered several recommendaeadquarters and branches have hiring hall and conditions were
will wreck any organiza- As in the past and in the future, 2-month election of officers which
What's going to happen in the tions, among them (1) that Mr. Melthey
it,
Secthe
argument
biggest
The
been using local autonomy as far
maintained; and
longshoreother
the
tion.
ports?
Were
the San Francisco longshoremen will end May 81. The list is beadea
S the election clerk, dispatcher or
nikow of the Pacific Coast Labor retary-Treasurer put up was against
Whereas: The Shipowners and men in Tacoma allowed to conunited. They have shown by Joseph Curran and Ferdinand
stand
into
go
to
need
much
with,
not
is
There
dispensed
be
the
should
against
and
affiliation
CIO
our
Bureau
janitor is concerned. To prove this
elements within the Maritime Fed- fer on the dispute before they
(2) that the law firm of Gladstein, proposed $1.25 assessment, one dol- the question of the need of or- they do stand for the CIO, that they Smith, unopposed as candidates for
annt Seattle elects a clerk and
eration have done all within their were thrown on the bread lines?
Grossman and Margolis should be lar of whin is to aid the East ganizing the East Coast. With the stand for progressive militant trade president and vice-president respecisPatcher and janitor yearly at a power to destroy the Federation;
Was any attempt made to adjust dispensed with, (3) that all publi- Coast.
set-up as it is on the West Coast, unionism and by following these tively.
business meeting. So does San Peand
differences with NMU officials cations be stopped at once.
support of the 300,000 policies we have built a ,strong
ro as can be proved by the elecThe Secretary-Treasurer has re- we need the
Whereas: The Maritime Federa- before their men on the Shepard
tion of Farrel and a dispatcher a
To wind it up, Brother Arms rec- peatedly stated that the reason we workers on the East Coast. The trade union movement on the West
tion stands as the main bulwark ships were pushed out on the
ommended that either we go inde- should not send any money to the short-sighted policy of Lundeberg Coast. We will protect this or, months ago. These same e'eet'
against the shipowners and unjust bricks? How about the stewards,
pendent or "back in the AFL where East Coast is because these men and the teamster officials is driving ganization. We will strengthen it
n:tents have tried repeatedly to oust
legislation against maritime work- firemen and officers?
their rank and file to revolt. It despite all the advocates of indewe belong."
but have failed miserably by
finked on us in 1934 and may do it
ers, therefore be it
return back into the
When officials of one componIn digressing on the situation, again. These .arguments have all Is only a question of time when the pendence and
verY substantial majorities.
Marine ent member of the Federation, comResolved, That the
we
belong."
"where
AFL
refuse
obey
to
will
file
and
that
rank
out
pointed
also
Brother Arms
been answered and every member
Under these circumstances I put Cooks and Stewards Association of
Publicity Committee,
prising only a fraction of the total in 1934 we were on the bricks much on the Pacific Coast knows that it the high-handed methods of these
the challenge out to the party of
the Maritime Federation of the membership, are in a position to
ILWU 1-10.
too long, that he has always advo- was Joe Ryan and the top officials Individuals.
arties that put the article under Pacific Coast, reiterate its unquali* * *
dictate to the majority in such a cated arbitrating questions in dis- of the American Federation of LaCOAST
EAST
THE
NEED
iscussion in the West Coast Fire- fied support of the Maritime FedWILLING TO MEET
NEW ORLEANS—(FP)—A tentavital matter as strike action, it in- pute.
Our fate and our destiny is tied
men to come out in the open as a
bor who forced these brother longeration of the Pacific Coast and dicates one think—a lack of disUnion,
tive
contract has been presented
Maritime
National
The
workmaritime
the
QUESTIONS
of
that
with
up
nan and prove these charges or
shoremen on the East Coast to
that we stand unalterably opposed cipline and authority within the
ers on the East and Gulf. The CIO whose members are sailing on the to President Warren Johnson of the
Upon completion of the report, scab.
stand the onseqttences of a Trial
to any move that would split the Federation itself. Our Executive
has already spent around $80,000 Shepard Line ships has wired the Todd-Johnson Dry Docks, Inc., by
many questions were asked. The
ommittee. Of course these cow- unity of the Federation or divide
It is a short-sighted policy to
Board and District Councils have financial statement clearly shows
has made concrete gains. Now Sailors Union of the Pacific that the AFL, calling for a closed shop
and
ards would not have the gumption
view the situation from this angle.
the seamen from the longshoremen; been completely ignored.
that in the seven-month period ex- Our fight is against those mislead- is the time that the West Coast they are willing to meet with rep- and an increase of from 10 to 20%
o do so—but I appeal to the deand be it further
If the officials In our respective actly $43,769.75 was taken in as ers in the AFL or independent un- maritime workers must assume this resentatives of the Sailors Union In wages.
cency of the membership to take
Resolved: That since the FedThe closed shop provision was the
crafts
have not the ability, to dues and exactly $21,545.59 was ions, and evbn in ant CIO union obligation and not stop until every for the purpose of discussing the
action on this very important materation has aided the Pacific Coast
reason given by AFL leaders for
look beyond the confines of their given back directly to the member- who attempts to confuse the work- maritime worker on the East and dispute and seek an adjustment.
er,
maritime workers to secure and to
Further the NMU has stated that the calling of a strike after the
own union and take into consider- ship in the form of sick and death ers and have us waste our energies Gulf is strongly organized and afE. W. WERTZ, No. 14,
maintain our present conditions,
they are willing to refer the matter National Labor Relations Board on
ation the welfare of the entire benefits. One member stated that in fighting each other. Our fight filiated to the CIO.
that we feel it is still capable of
Federation, it is up to the mem- this sum included the payments for has been always against those rot- UNEMPLOYMENT REAL CAUSE to the National Labor Relations April 16 reversed itself by ordering
SCABS STAMPEDE . serving our needs; and be it furMuch has been said and much Board. However, this is contingent an investigation to determine the
bership itself to DEMAND that the doctor per month. Well, even ten and corrupt officials who are
ther
Brooklyn, N. Y., May 4, 1938.
confusion has been raised over the upon the status quo being main- collective bargaining agent at the
the facilities provided by the If that is true, which the Secretary- misleading the rank and file.
West Coast Brothers:
Resolved: That we condemn the Federation and its- constitution Treasurer did not make clear in his
financial report and so on. But tained—that is, members of the plant as between the CIO and AFL
As an East Coast man I'd like to efforts of the shipowners or of any
ORGANIZE EAST COAST
many speakers at Monday night's NMIJ now sailing on board Shepard unions.
be used when members of other report, the fact still remains that
give you facts about the Govern- other group to split the Maritime
Brother Bridges recommended,
meeting pointed out the real cause Line ships should not be disturbed
organizations are so vitally con- the membership of ILWU, Local
Previously the board had certified
rent hiring hall. It is filled with Federation or to establish any form
along with many others, that this
of the present unrest is due to the by the SUP and the jurisdictional the New Orleans Metal Trades
1-10, received back almost one-half
ex-sailors and marines, school ship of dual Federation; and be it finally cerned that their jobs are at
$1.25 assessment be passed to fur- unemployment, and we cannot bring picket lines set up by the SUP
stake. If our constitution does of the monies collected as dues in
Council, AFL affiliate, as the colther the organization of the East more employment by knocking off are asked to be removed.
grads, plow jockeys and gozooneys
Resolved: That this resolution not
period.
th
seven-mon
this
lective bargaining agent for metal
satisfactorily cover such situnaval reserves.
Coast longshoremen and warehouse- all the permit men or by knocking
be sent to the Voice, the Pilot, all ations DEMAND
Another fact which cannot be dethat your deleIt is doubtful whether the SUP workers in the plant. On April 5
This hall is situated at 45 Buay District Councils and Deleates of
men into the ILWU, stating that off part of the book men. The only
expended
penny
every
that
nied is
gates
to
the
next
agree to this reasonable pro- it rejected a CIO petition for an
will
Federation
Con•nd run by "Crimp Joint" Daley of ships, by the Secretary of District
anyone who advocates defeat of this correct way to fight the present
vention approve and put into ef- by this local was spent by a vote
posal. Their past actions have con- investigation. AFL picket lines, orscab herding fame.
Amerithe
or
assessment
to
return
Council No. 2.
wave of unemployment is to in- vinced the longshoremen that they ganized April 21, were maintained
of the membership, and on several
fect the proper amendments.
The privileged few sit up on the (Signed)
E. V. BURKE,
were made can Federation of Labor "where we crease the purchasing power of the have no intention of settling inter- until April 24. No violence was redonations
occasions
The renewal of our agreements
seventh floor to accept or turn
Secretary, Marine Cooks
and advice belong," is a friend of Vandeleur, American people.
union disputes around the Confer- ported. •
in September hinges entirely on the against the arguments
• own jobs as they feel like it.
Beck and Ryan.
Assn.
Stewards
and
There
SUPPORT ROOSEVELT'S
of the present' officials, sometimes
ence Table.
Charging that the pickets were
strength
the
and
of
unity
Maritime
are more than three hundred men
Thirty-one members of the crew
DEMOCRATIC VOTE (?)
PROGRAM
referred to as monkeys.
"outsiders," James Wimbish
hired
not
and
the
on
Federation
economic
of
Federation,
Maritime
The
In the hall and about five thousand affixed their signatures in concurThe question of independent unTo do this, support President
PUBLICITY NEEDED
of Local 29, industrial Union of
individual
an
of
force
organization.
component
a
the
is
which
SUP
registered.
rence.
On the question of subscriptions ionism can best be explained by Roosevelt's program. The Presi- member, has adopted a resolution
Marine and Shipbuilding WorkIf the Federation is ever weakened
There is no requirement if you
publicity, these publications are pointing to the Sailors' Union of the dent has a program to increase the asking that the
and
ers (CIO), said that the company
quo be
we might as well turn the Pacific
status
vent to sea before as a certificate
necessity to our local, to Pacific who are now going to take purehasing power of the broad
EXPOSE DISRUPTER
closed down the yard "because
Coast over to Copeland's finks and of vital
maintained—that the Jurisdictionor fink book would be gladly given.
and to the trade un- a four-day vote on whether to re- masses of the American workers.
Federation
this
they are cooperating with AFL
be removed, and that the
line
his fink books.
al
Every other fellow has a fink book. Editor, Voice of the Federation:
turn to the AFL. Do not mistake The Wage and Hour Bill, for inion movement as a whole.
officials to prevent an election."
dispute be referred to the conIf a Job comes down to Hogan Brother:
WEAR Y 0 U R FEDERATION
blockade this. It will be a four-day vote be- stance, and the unemployment reTeamster
the
During
The CIO union seeks "a peaceful
I am one of the boys of the BUTTON.
vention of the Maritime Federaon the main floor there is a
last September it was publicity cause the ballots and balloting will lief program. The federal govern- tion which is to be held in San and democratic settlement of the
York
New
in
off
got
MFOW
that
Fraternally,
stampede and he is nearly killed
alone, backed by the solid support be held only during four consecu- ment is hundreds of billions of dol- Francisco in June.
dispute at the Todd-Johnson dry
from the President Garfield. The
in the rush. I don't know
THOMAS WILHELM
what we
of the rank and file and the trade tive weekly. meetings. Only those lars in the red, but President
docks through an election under
the
of
Tork
New
in
dispatcher
are going to do when the college
convention
the
that
proposal
Book No. 2354 SUP.
•
Any
union consciousness of the Team- members who attend the regular Roosevelt wisely sees that we must
Ma auspices of the labor board to
Egner,
gang
Robert
is
black
SUP
the
adjusting
for
at
Punks come out.
broke that weekly Monday night meetings will have a program to put more money might arrive
that
file
and
rank
ster
which union the men want
decide
a
is
who
We, on the East Coast, are in no alias Pee Wee Egner,
dispute will then be referred to the
DETROIT— (FP) —The Detroit
blockade. It was the same during vote. How about the members who In circulation and do this by havthem," it said.
represent
to
Egand
Quinn.
Sullivan
stoogeirof
vote
will
who
Position for September (God forbid)
entire membership
Typographical Union has virtually
publicity are at sea?
ing the government do some spendwas
It
lockout.
'37-37
the
a statement isYork,
New
In
as just to look at this hiring will ner is confusing the minds of West completed a new agreement with
It was advocated at the long- ing as well as private industry, ow the question by secret ballot. sued by the International Longlockout wide open
Coast men in New York by declar- job printing shops. Main provisions that cracked that
make you sick.
The longshoremen maintain that
and had the "Big 3" running for shoremen's meeting that we go have a stable wage scale and a
shoremen's and Warehousemen's
Some of the phoney leaders on ing that the NMU is taking the remain unchanged.
no organization believing in the
either independent or back into the stable hour scale.
cover.
Union (CIO) charged that the
West Coast boats away from the
the West Coast ought to
come
AFL "where we belong." If we were
RAPPED
It is up to us to support -this true principle of trade unionism metal trades council, with the coMELNIKOW
around to this coast and they West Coast, which is not true.
the gang on the Polk got fooled. .0n the question of Meinikow, who back in the AFL at the present program to the fullest extent. Every can refuse to decline such an offer. operation of. local police, was
Egner is using Jimmy Low as his
sure will be glad there is a MariSince when does the branch Is the head of the Pacific Coast La- time we would be in the same po- reactionary, every fascist-minded in- It is unfortunate that maritime "conniving with the company" to
time Federation. Get smart, broth- alibi when the NMU refuses Low have the authority to open a hall
Bureau which has rendered sition as the AFL longshoremen dividual in the country is fighting workers have battled each other on lock out 400 CIO members. The
ers, have you forgotten 1934 and a job on the Wind Rush which is in New York? According to the bor
It
valuable and vital services not only in Tacoma, on the bricks, put there and hammering away at President the San Francisco waterfront.
statement said that Ben Harper,
a Shepard Line boat, for a specific
1936 so soon?
constitution it has to go to a refer- to the longshoremen but to all trade by a jurisdictional beef and with Roosevelt arid his program in a is also unfortunate that the leaders Local 29 organizer, was first
The
I
reason.
is,
am
reason
sure,
llold your gains, don't listen to
of the Sailors Union are no longer
endum vote.
unions on the Pacific Coast, his no outlook of getting back to our mad attempt to create dissension
beaten and then arrested along
Ryan is gbing to pack the Wind
false prophets stick. Stick
Can't you brothers see that the firm is rated as one of the best la- jobs.
together
and distrust of our highly esteemed able to reason correctly, It seems with two other CIO members and
Rush with 1his phonies, that is why
or "we will all hang
their minds are guided by hatred,
phonies are using the Shepard bor advisor bureaus in the nation.
separately."
ON THE BRICKS
President.
that following a Strike vote by
RUSSELL 13ARNILITT, No. 3014. the NMU wants to put its own Line beef as a blind to split the
rather than by reason.
UP
right
five
now
In
CROSSED
the
northwest
TIMERS"
"OLD
and
Hearst
and
The shipowners
Local 29 police broke up a union
men to fight Ryan. The SUP is
Union up so when September. 30 every anti-labor publication and re- ships are tied up over this jurisOn a smaller scale, this can apply
It has been demonstrated that march on the plant and arrested
being backed by Ryan and any
'hips
comes we will be just putty in the actionary force on the Pacific Coast dictional beef. The seamen are to our own union, and the thorough the longshoremen will not recog- 84 men, who were then charged
Spend $893,938
Rank and File man knows that
For U. S. War Supplies
shipowner's hands. Brothers let's hate him and his staff with the most ashore and for what reason they discussion that was held Monday nize jurisdictional picket lines such with vagrancy.
when Ryan backs up any union it
unite into one union so we will intense feeling. This should be the don't even know ,themselves. Seas are set up by Mr. Lundeberg.
stinks.
W ASHINGTON-e- (FP)
be solid and powerful instead of highest recommendation Melnikow attle, according to plans, will be
—ApproxINVITE CONFERENCE
LIFT STUDENT BANS
Egner convinced the, black gang
imately five times as much war mafighting among ourselves.
the next port to be locked out. In
can possibly get.
ble
The
staff
mu
his
pro
unemployment
Texas.—(FP)—Several
DALLAS,
and
terial was licensed for export from on the President Polk and they
RALPH WILLIAMS
the last analysis, however, the rank
REDS—REDS AND REDS
which confronts the Sailors Union thousand high school children
shipped through the SUP, but the
this country to Japan than
was
Book 2092.
at the present time and which con- throughout the south. will escape
On the question of the lawyers, it and file aboard ships will have
licensed for export to China dur- President Garfield, being a good
fronts other unions just as much, the "goosestep" of forinal training
stated by the Secretary-Treaswas
ing March of this year, State de- Rank and File crew, is giving him
215 East Heron St.
cannot be solved by chasing other for college entrance. The Southern
urer that their offices were a clearDartment figurs reveal. During the (Egner) a stiff fight. The crew
NV
Ar IINVW NV
Home of the Swedish Pancake
ing house from which the reds were
union men off ships in order to re- Assn. of Colleges and Secondary
month licenses for the export of of the President Garfield sent MaOle Hansen, Prop Aberdeen, Wn
penetrating into the longshore loRate's
place them with members of the Schools, meeting here, voted to
Reasonable
Roors
Clean
$179,944 worth of goods classified lone an air mail letter for advice
cal. To settle this question, he was
SUP.
"wearry on an eight-year experiment
why
it
is
our
that
never
secretary
tuunitions to China were granted
asked to supply the names of those
Legitimate picket lines set up to find if the best college student
While licenses for $893,983 worth replied until the crew got tired
SEAMEN WELCOME
individuals who got into our union
during strikes or set up when there is not the least standardized.
Compliments of
of munitions
for Japan were and sent night letter through comand W. Burnside
2nd
through the lawyers. He promised
is a grievance with the employer,
munication and that is the only
granted.
Next to Sailors' Hall
will be recognized by the longthat he would produce the names
Don't Patronize Hearst.
time that the crew of the Garfield
shoremen now, and in the future, as
and the dates the next day. As to 11
got an answer that headquarters
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In One Year

COME OUT IN OPEN!
San Francisco, Calif.,
May 9, 1938.
Editor, Voice of Federation:
An article appeared recently in
the West Coast Firemen which
rtains to the dispatcher of the
IFOW who was duly elected at a
. gular meeting held at headquar-Fs after the annual election of
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District Council Notes I Alaska Cannery CWFLU No. 7 Inland Boatmen's
News and Notes• NOTES • News and Notes

San Francisco, Calif.,
April 22, 1938.
Voice of the Federation.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
At the last regular meeting of the
San Francisco Bay Area District
Council No. 2, Maritime Federation
of the Pacific Coast, the enclosed
copies of communications were ordered sent to tire "Voice of the
Federation" for publication.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
DISTRICT COUNCIL NO. 2.
Z. R. BROWN,
Secretary.
* * • *

The Na111 has no desire and has
had no desire to interfere with or
abrogate any contract he1d. by a
legitimate union. Upon questionjug the Shepard Line, it was shown
very clearly, however, that the only
existing contract, if it can be called
a contract, was made between the
SUP and the Shepard Line when
two of their ships were sitting
d own on the West Coast for West
Coast articles and agreepent, In
order to move these ships, Shepard
agreed with the SUP that the
crews of these two ships would
sign with them. However, there
was no indication on the part of
Shepard or anyone else that this
contract took the form of a legal
contract over a period of time. It
was only an agreement made to
said these two ships. The SUP,
however, has taken the position
that this agreement, covering the
two ships, is an agreement coverlug the entire line.

To the District Council No. 2,
Maritime Federation,
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
In the upswing of . shipping in
1935, when the Scandinavian ships
started out and the SCandinavian
seamen, who had been laid off were
to sail again, they did not go back
to the ships under the old conditions, but went back in an organized
manner.

Seattle, Wash.,
that will range from 10 per cent
May 9, 1938.
Demand for the ouster of Secre- at the Division office, began to
below, to 10 per cent above, the
Seattle 1937 wages, exclusive of the • Two-inch high banner headlines tary E. J. Stillings, of the Inland- pour into the office of PresiBristol Bay Area. This being the in the metropolitan press are to- boatmen's .Union here, and the dent C. W. Deal.
case, and the wages obtained in the day (Monday, May 9), proclaiming events which precipitated action
A check was made, disclosing
indicative
Bristol Bay wages were the same the victory of the CIO in the first against the official areevidence
of incompetence in the
would be an offer equivalent to the industry-wide election ever con- of a new rank and file democratic office of Secretary Stillings. Six ,,
1937 Agreement, which would be in ducted by the National Labor Re- control which has come to our un- specific cases were selected for'
ion since its affiliation with the thorough investigation by the ExeAt the voting booth, R. V. Santos, direct contradiction to the 1936 lations Board.
The official results of the con- Committee for Industrial Organize- cutive Committee,
a Libby, McNeil & Libby foreman, offer.
The Club was founded then and
s
A Committee hired and paid for sent election held in Seattle and time
ese wthe
stood at the door,' threatening a
these
he g cillitayt.gH
the main object at that time was to
The facts concerning. the trial Secieta
worker wearing a CIO button— by the unions would be equal to Portland to determine the "sole
011 fi'
ivye.waosf found
divide the jobs equally among the
Santos claiming that head had paying for the information that the nd exclusive" bargaining agency of Secretary Stillings are of inter- present as the Committee reviewed
men according to the time they had
voted twice. The NRLB Director, packet's are not able to pay more for all Alaska cannery workers est to every member of this di- each charge. The Executive Corn- ,
San Francisco, Calif.,
ashore. There and then started the
Robert Gates, investigated and than 10 per cent less. Ten per cent hired in Washington and Oregon, as vision, as well as to members of mittee recommended to the mernApril 22, 1938,
rotary system of shipping. The
less of the average wage in the released by the 19th Regional Of- all CIO unions in the bay area. Be- bersholp that he be requested to
proved the charge to be false.
Mr. Harry Lundeberg,
progress of the Club since then is
two districts, exclusive of the Bris- flee of the NLRB, are as follows:
cause various rumors have been resign, This he refused to do. The
Looking
forward
to
defeat,
these
Sailors' Union of the Pacific.
well known to all maritime worktol
Bay
circulated it is necessary for this Executive Committee then, after
Area,
would
read
like
this:
For
the
CIO,
Local
No.
7—
Dear Sir and Brother:
era along the coast of the United gangster's and AFL company utnionAverage wage (Seattle)
committee to make it clear that d u e deliberation, ' recommended
1560
votes.
For
the
AFL-1307
ists
began
"giving
a
lot
of
weight,"
At the last meeting of District
States. A progress that has been
$72 Class A minus 10% equals 64.80 votes. Total number of votes action was taken against Secretary that he be suspended indefinitely.
Council No. 2 the question of the
possible only because of the sym_ predicting further trouble regard$78 Class B minus 10% equals 70.20 cast-2867.
Stillings as a result of many ap- The membership concurred in this
less
of
the
results
of
the
vote,
ad
tieing up of the Shepard Line ships
pathy and support from the Mari$83
Class
C
minus
peals
10%
from paid-up members made recommendation.
equals
75.25
mitting in advance that they do not
Thus, in cold figures, we again
came up for considerable discustime Unions.
In 1936 we received $65.00, plus
to the general office and not beAfter Stillings' suspension was
intend
to
abide
by
the
are
established
as
the
union
which
sion, after which it seemed to be
am, however, certain quesagremntTh
a
c
l
a
iu
g
s
n
e
e.of
bonus
any
ranging
from
one
any
lite
$20.00
to
person
or
voted,
the membership voted to remade when they insisted on a conreceives the support and loyalty
the concensus of opinion that you,
tions which the Maritime Unions
SEEKS UNITY
$60.00. In terms of dollars and of the greater'
quest the CIO regional office to
sent
election,
any
more
than
they
number
of
the
canas head of the Sailors' Union of the
The NMU, not wishing to engage in this country have looked upon abided by the payroll vote won by cents the Seattle 1937 terms would nery workers who embark annual-Within the general outline of recommend a man not involved in
Pacific, .should be criticized for
the inter-union quarrel to act as
mean a little less than the San ly for Alaska from
in jurisdictional disputes which suspiciously. Those questions are, the CIO a few weeks ago.
northwest ports.the Stillings' trial lies another
your action of placing picket lines
Francisco 1936 wages. What we As the relatively narrow
Secretary,
temporarily. Louis Goldmay Interfere with the possibilities first:
fstory—the
story of the deveicpmargin o
around these ships when ways and
The AFL rank and file must
How we stand in regard to the
are offered then is a choice of victory testifies, the election wasment of the Union since its af• blatt, Director of the Northern
of unifying the maritime unions
means for settling such disputes
know by now that certain rotten
recommended Bro. .
1936 wages or less—or else.
on both coasts, has taken pains to Scandinavian Unions; and second, leaders do not intend to abide
bitterly contested. The issues atfiliation with the CIO. Prio. to California CIO,
are available,
by a
the
the
Scandinavian
Seamen's Club's
If that is the way things stand, stake were profound and far-reach- that time the work of the union Charles Daggett of the Newspaper
raise this question again with
majority rank and file expression
The Council is of the opinion that Labor Board, and we have asked program.
and that is the best they can big. And ours is no passing vie-was
is now servwas carried on, like that of a
and that they will not yield to any
this dispute with the Shepard Line
offer, we can tell them now that tory, but one which will make itself swarm of bees in a hollow log. mg in
the NLRB to hold open hearings on
To clarify these questions we
honestly conducted election (or anyIs strictly a jurisdictional one and
It will be OR ELSE, as far as we felt with gratitude by all
GRANTED TRIAL
this case. Indications are that the have to look back a couple of years.
partisans The inner workings were only to
thing honest for that matter).
should be settled like Union men
-The
are concerned.
suspended
Secretary then deSUP does not want these hearings At the time when the Club was
be
guessed
at
by
the
membership.
of
progress
and
security for bona
They must know that the Doyles,
by Union men around a conference
mended
a
trial.
A Trial Commit'
SUSPECT TRICKERY
but instead wants to continue to founded, and previous to that time,
tide trade unions long after this
It is not the intention of this
Flynns and Becks can only hope
, table. The Council does not feel
tee 'was selected and, after some
Word reaches us that ai Mr. Gil- election has been forgotten.
harrass and embarrass the National there was no interest displayed for
committee to cast any reflections
to rule through Chicanery, coercion
that the rank and file members of
delay occasioned when Stillings rebert, representing the Pacific
Maritime Union, and not legally the Scandinavian seamen in Amerupon the good work done by our
FORGET AGREEMENT
and fraud, because there is not an
the Sailors' Union of the Pacific
tamed a well-known attorney for
American Fisheries of Seattle,. is
. establish the fact that they have an ica by the home-unions. But after
union
in the past, but to point out
The election was held under the
honest bone in their bodies.
are in any way responsible for the outstanding agreement with the
the AFL to, fight his case—as
in town and has made arrangements
we were started and had managed
terms of the agreement signed on that our affiliation with the CIO
Of these' rank and file AFL
condition brought on by the estabcharged on the floor by President
for the APA to turn over the operShepard Line.
to better the wage and working workers we ask:
brought
a new sense of trade union
April 30, 1938 by the representaWhere is. this
lishment of this unauthorized picket
Bend—the Trial Committee went ation of the Chignik and Karluk
To further substantiate our rea- , conditions on board Scandinavian dog in the manger attitude going
tives of the packers, the AFL can- democracy. itninediately several into
line, but went on record as critirizsession.
plants
to
his
company.
The
PAF
ships
that
sail
out
from
this
counnery locals, and our union. All rank and file committees were
to lead the workers?" The anlug you and the other officials of sons for this belief, we wish to'
The Trial Committee completed
has a third interest in these two
try, they became very much inter- swer is—behind
formed;
seven
fact
delegates
the
were
attention
electyour
to
bring
parties
to the agreement agreed to
the "Eight Ball"
the Sailors' Union of the Pacific for
its work at the end of last week,
plants by virtue of relinquishing
hear_ ested. We realized from the very and our advice to you is
abide by the results of the election; ed to the Industrial Council, five and
to change
bringing about a condition where that the SUP did not at any
recommended, after finding
their
fishing
rights
to
the
APA.
beginning that we could not exist drivers
and now that we have won, the to political and legislative work,
because certain racketUnion men were forced to fight lug of the National Labor Relations
Stillings guilty of incompetence,
Now,
because
of
present
difficulas
a
Union,
having
no
jurisdictional
NLRB is expected to certify "the four to publicity; two to unemploy- that
eering, power drunken leaders are
Union men, causing much iii feel_ Board raise any objections. The
at hefore
b suspended
oyeenzttie1
rsi. from holding
ties, and possibly with the thought
election and decision of the NLRB right to bargain collectively, and trying to take the trade union
results of the election," and the merit relief. Grievance commit- office
lug and even bloodshed,
two
in
mind
that
labor
will
come
cheaptherefore
tried
to
pre.
reach
an
agreeautomatically invalidates any
packers to begin negotiating with tees, sick committees, labor defense
movement for a sleigh ride and
It also seemed to be the opinion
The report of the Trial Commiten in the North, the PAF will underment with the home-unions. •
committees and other delegations
viously held agreement.
us.
that road ofi I y leads to YOUR
tee will come before - the member'
of the Council that you are in no
take
to
work
these
two
plants.
tireAt
that time the percentage of destruction.
If such an agreement were in
AFL signatories are of to work of importance to the pro- ship Wednesday morning, May 11.
small measure responsible for
The Fishermen, we understand,
Scandinavian ships in American
bring
it
Help
SUP
make
the
the
labor
movement
didn't
why
effect,
course
yelling that the results gressive labor movement sprang
and
squad
the
There was heated discussion
recent goon
goon
will go out of San Francisco, while
into life.
trade
were
Norwegians,
so
also
National
ROUSTthe
cleaner
and
of
stronger
by
'
attention
squad attacks upon members of the to the
throughout the entire proceedings
the cannery workers will be hired are "not binding" and therefore
EVERYTHING OPEN
Labor Relations Board? The NIVIU were the members of the Club, who, 1NG OUT --OF OFFICE ALL OF out of Bellingham or points North. need not be abided by. Nobody
before the membership.' Every
Maritime Federation.
jesiseie. besides being members of the Club THESE RATS. It is a duty you
Thus, with a greater participa- meeting was carried out along
Trusting that you will give this has always respected the
It's a pretty nice, arrangement expected those chronic monkey
were also members of the Nor- owe to yourselves and the entire
tion of the membership in the at- utterly
matter further and deep considera- tion of existing unions. We call
democratic lines. There
between the companies and rather wrench hurler. of the AFL, Leo,
wegian
Seamen's Union. Therefore, labor movement.
of
Federation
Maritime
Flynn and Charlie Doyle, to live fairs of the union, our organiza- was no time limit set for speaktion and make every endeavor pos- upon the
convenient. However, we can't
the Norwegian Seamen's Union was
FISHERMEN NEGOTIATE
up to the agreement. They, tion could still be likened to a bee- ere and full 'expression of every
sible to settle this jurisdictional the Pacific and. other unions to
help but think that while we were
the
one
most
concerned
about
the
hive, but a glass bee-hive, open for shade of
the
of
The
fishermen
have finally been
dispute amiably before more Union recognize the jurisdiction
opinion was allowed.
negotiating or trying to, and while mostly through Presley Gill (disClub and its activities,
everyone
to view. Committeemen
which
has
break
Union
able
to
the
their
negoice
in
Penser
National
Maritime
of
left-handed
legal
advice
The strength of all workers lies
blood is spilt, I am,
the packers expressed "an honest
for the AFL), are clamoring that were brought in contact with the in the ability of their officers to
It would take too long to explain tiations. The APA finally got desire to
been certified by the National LaFraternally yours,
arrive at something," they
Board.
This
around
to
talking
certiover
the
terms
the election was conducted in a trials and troubles of members, be eternally vigilant in safeguardRelations
in
detail
all
the
have
that
bor
"Beefs"
BAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
were making arrangements to knife
manner "dictated" by our CIO job abuse to hospital wards, and big their interests.
fication was recently reaffirmed by been pulled to better our wage and of the 1938 proposed agreement. us, In order to
The real
DISTRICT COUNCIL No. 2
create confusion in
dispute
was
this
working
While
history
has
not
when
been
made
local,
would
that two to three hundred from there to relief offices. Even strength lies in the workers tbemNLRB
conditions,
but
we
the
Z. R. BROWN,our ranks,
AFL members were denied the the Executive Committee was given selves. Moral courage, hard work,
Secretary. .brought to their attention. In our like to state that we have been to date, it is worthy of record to
We are going to fight any at* * • *
opinion, this arbitrary position on viciously attacked for these activi- state that they have been able to tempt to transfer work coming un- right to cast their votes, etc., etc., new life with the addition of sev- unswerving loyalty to the labor
the part of the SUP will only tend ties, both by the Norwegian ship- make some headway. The pack- der our jurisdiction to the North, ad nauseam. These fake protests eral members from various groups, movement are necessary qualities
New York, N. Y.,
such as the Key Route and the for an officer
to have. All the
April 21, 1938. to aid the shipowners in their fight owners and the Scandinavian Un- ers agreed to some of the minor and our agreement clearly defines are being made by the perrenial
Santa Fe.
violators of rules and agreements San
members of the union ask is true
To the Maritime Federation of the to split the Maritime Unions. Every ions, who have lately taken a defi- points that go a long way toward our claim to jurisdiction.
who, during the election, were
making life more comfortable and
Free discussion along intelli- leadership, courage and fair play.
effort, must be made to prevent any nite stand against the Club.
Pacific.
Alaska Cannery Workers Union,
caught a dozen times campaign.
gent lines was carried on whereOur aim has always been and complete while working in the icy
such split.
District Council1
Local 5, CIO, Publicity Commiting and. electioneering right on
ever our members met. Conwill be, to reach an agreement with waters of the Bering Sea. The best
"A natoinal third party is inevAll Branches of West Coast Unions.
tee, 32 Clay St., San Francisco,
FAVORS CONFERENCE
the voting line just outside the
structive criticism from these itable, and now is the time to form
the home-unions and to affiliate of luck to the Fishermen.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
California. Henry Valli, ChairWe have often called upon the with them, on condition that the
balloting station.
workers began to bring pressure one."—Gov. Phil LaFollette of WisMAY 7TH ULTIMATUM
The National Maritime Union has
main; Karl Yoneda; Ben Fee;
SUP to confer with us on this maton our officials. Violations of consin.
After stubbornly refusing to disalready gained wages and working
We
can
only
laugh
at
been experiencing difficulty with
these
Juan Chavarri.
ter. So far, the SUP has never
howls,and tell the AFL mis-leaders our agreements and other grievthe Sailors' Union of the Pacific complied with this request. If they c_onclitions will be a benefit to all cuss the proposed 1939 agreement,
Scandinavian seamen on ships in which after all should be open for
Don't Patronize Hearst.
plainly and without reserve to go ances which had gone unheeded
regarding the jursidiction of the
can prove to our satisfaction and steady American
discussion, and then countering
trade.
to Hell. They have no intentions
Shepard Line Ships, which run beto the satisfaction of the National
Negotiations are on in Washing- with their phoney proposals, the
of ever acting in good faith, of
tween New York and the West Labor' Relations Board that they
with the Norwegian Ambas- APA informs us in an official COMwIrtton
abiding by the terms of an agreeCoast ports. We fail to see
line
have jurisdiction over this lior'
sailor to open negotiations with the munication that unless we state our
ment, or of being good losers. We
there should be any question with
any other line, we certainly would home-unions once more in order position and,advise them as to our
have said this before, and will conrespect to these ships. When the
be willing to recognize it,
intentions by May 7th, they will
to reach an agreement.
tinue to say so as long as the maNational Labor Relations Board
Until this is done, the NMU Will
Each branch of.the Club has been terminate all further negotiations
chine leaders of the Central Labor
held hearings on the petitione for
do all in its power to protect and fighting hard against Consuls, Ship- for the 1938 season.
Council persist in their destructive
elections filed by the NU on 71
NEW YORK (FP)—Yale Univerinsure the rights of its members ping-masters and other shipowner
All other unions involved have
ways. 'With them it is win by
lines, the Shepard Line was one of
sity,
WASHINGTON—
one of the most heavily en(FP)
—Carrywhy
ask
jurisdiction.
We
and our
"stooges" who have tried their received one of those letters. "Sethoot Or crook, or else wreck the
PORTLAND, Ore. (FP)--The (lowed
the lines on Svitich the ISU had pelug on of an intensive propaganda
schools in the country, PaYs
the SUP refuse to come into darndest to break up the Club.
does
things
the
APA.
tle
way
or
else."
labor movement, and to Hell with campaign of the Oregon Commontaloned for ele(tions.
Its
Campaign
to
impress
the
views
building
of
service workers so lit'
this
settle
and
hearing
an NLRB
Thrs ultimatum has everybody
Here in San Francisco we had a
the rank and file and the majority. wealth Federation to defeat Gov.
At no time during the hearings
the that during summer months
industry on the public by the Naof question peaceably and correctly.
stiff,
just
"scared
frightened
to
tough time with these "scab-herdTHREAT TO ALL
Charles H. Martin, labor-hating, 76- they
was any question brought up
tional Association of Manufacturers
are forced to call upon chariI hope this letter will clarify era" and we have not been success- death. Panic has broken out in our.
We have stopped the drive of year-old army general, in tiretable
Democontracts held by the SUP. It was
was
revealed
in
an
unsolicited
letter
organizations to keepalive.
some of the questions raised with tub in 'ridding ourselves of them. ranks,
o
n
receiving
r
this notice."
the reactionary leaders of the AFL cratic prixnary, May 20, continues
determined that there was no outto
the
National
University.
Negro
Congress.
inspector's operate as "a
respect to this situation.
to foist company unionism, in col- in the midst of bitter attacks on
Therefore, we request the Maritime Yeah? So before we take to the
standing contract with the excepThe letter, signed by Chas. Hook,
sort of Ford service bureau to spV
Fraternally yours,
Federation once more to support storm proof cellars and Ow bomb
laboration with the packers, upon the OCF and labor in general. The
tion of the one held by the 1ST)._
on workers, and prevent organiza•
president of the NAM, noted that
4000 Oriental, Negro and White federation is supporting State Sen. time,
us, to eliminate the scab-herders proof dugouts, we would like to
(Signed) JOSEPH CURRAN,
Since then, the SUP has claimed
the congress was meeting here and
General Organizer. and shipowner stooges, that we be state these proposals of the APA stated that the industrialists would workers in the rich and vital Alaska Henry Hess, a progressive, and has
contracts with the Shepard Line.
These charges and a detailed acable to control the shipping of our are the same seven proposals we
salmon canning industry. What we united farm, labor and fraternal
be happy to supply a speaker on
count
of long hours and low wages
men and keep the gains that we laughed so much over a few weeks
faced was a direct threat against groups behind him,
"a popular theme—business, bow
paid service employes by the unithe security of bona-fide trade tinhave made, and we feel sure that back. If leftsat the mercy of all
Highest registration of Demoit's run, whom it benefits, the part
the
ions throughout the northwest and cratic voters in the history of the versity were made public by
our existence will build up and of the seven points, decay would
it plays in American life."
commit
.
national
academie
freedom
strengthen the home-unions instead instantly set in and in less than,no
on the Pacific Coast.
,
party has been interpreted by poThe letter also declared, "This
time the victim would look as
Our local and the Maritime laical commentators here as an in- tee of the American Federation of
of splitting them.
At Your Service
is the first 'time we have been in
William
though he had been run through an
(Signed) MAX MATH1SEN,
Federation behind us firmly met dication of the increased strength Teachers. AFL President
a position to do more than keep
stateGreen,
accompanying
in
an
the center attack of this insidi- of the anti-Martin, pro-New Deal
Chairman. "Iron chink." He would then be
up with unsolicited demands that
ment, maintained that "education
of no use for anything except peaSCANDINAVIAN SEAMEN'S
ous drive, which is part and par- ,sentiment.
have come in."
should not plead good works and
sibly a Vandeleur-West controlled
CLUB OF AMERICA.
eel of the costly lockout in the
The federation groups met May 7
John P. Davis, national secreexemption
,
union.
Branch
San
Alaska
Br
Francisco.
fishing
and canning in- to name a full slate of progressive purposes as a reason for
Fanwasi for Gloves
tary of the Negro congress, wrote
from
or social
collective
bargaining
When we informed the packers
dustry. A defeat for our local candidates for other state and fedHook . In reply saying the conthat we would have nothing to do
in this fight would have meant a eral offices. Monroe M. Sweetland, security laws.'
gress would like very much to
ragaatveemegne
Maided,ajy
as a wand,
janitors
with this monstrocity of theirs,
gaping hole in the defense of executive secretary, announced that
have a speaker who would tell but
130 THIRD STREET
they proceeded with their overthe marine unions when the wa. the OCF is prepared to nominate seven
"why it is that public utility cornSan Francisco
California
tures, trying to breathe some huterfront employers start wielding numerous candidates independent $332.60 a year. Some supplement
PHILADELPHIA (FP)—The Re- man interest into the creature, try- panics deny well-trained Negro
their wage-cutting weapons with of the old parties in the November their earnings with relief tooneY,
public
Steel Corp. won a temporary ing vainly to disguise him and boys and girls the opportunity of
intensified fury towards the end elections where its candidates are the committee found.
•••041104141114•••••••••••••**0-411**11+11********.*****••••••
employment in any white collar
• injunction here through a ti. S.
him more appealing, but we
of September.,not successful in the primaries.
Thomas Wells Farnam, atmo'
I 100% Union—Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe
circuit court of appeals decision re- would
make recognize him behind any Jobs, why members of your assoAnd that isn't all. If the Alaska
elate treasurer and controller of ,
elation
hire
stool
pigeons
and
straining the National Labor Rela- set of whiskers.
packers had been allowed to use
Patronize Our Advertisers
the university, replied to pro.
,
spies, some of whom deliberately
tions Board from acting against it
But did they dispair? Not they,
the AFL to split the cannery worktests about the treatment of sers4
sought
to
foment
ill
feeling
and
in any way until May 13.
era wide apa.rt, the solidarity beWith the patience and persistence
Don't
Patronize
ice workers by saying: "A 7-daY
Hearst.
The move sought to prevent the of a Jewish shop keeper, desperate- race riots among Negro and white tween Oriental and White labor
week is good for the employee beMake the MARINE HOTEL your home
workers,
why
your
organization
board from reopening its case ly trying to convince his first custhat has been brought about after health, insisted on standing by
cause
it keeps them occupied and
4................•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••iS
against the corporation following tomer on a Sliturday morning, they is conducting such a bitter cam- years
ears of bitter experience on this his guns. Most truthfully It can
out
of
trouble."
paign
against
the
wages
and
the labor board's decision to do so even hinted that they would trim
coast would have been sundered; be said that the did not die in
hours
bill
while
'profits
and
prices
a few days earlier following a tech- the points down to four—three—
and this unmistakably important vain, and his name and spirit
FORM OWN LOCAL.
nical decision by the U. S. Supreme two. The two points they insisted are soaring higher and higher." trend toward unity in one phase of
di
:
shall stand side by side with
LUNCHES AND BARS
m Mich.—(AP)—Buick
NTe,
156,unit
"If
you
have
such
a
speaker
on
Court that indicated the board had on were:
the labor movement would have Brothers Durungan and Simon to viFIrio4111
mbe
rsof
Local
your
list
by
all
means
submit his
245 FRONT ST. and 566-3rd ST.
not followed certain proper legal 1. Foreman to pick the men in order
been set back for maybe a decade inspire us and steel our reiolves ed Automobile Workers, have voted
name to us,'' Davis concluded.
procedure. The corporation hopes to eliminate "troublemakers."
San Francisco
100% UNION
or more. The price of such a set in future battles.
to form their own local. Secretary'
to keep the situation unchanged so
2. 1936 wages, or Seattle's 1937
back would have been great. And
DYKE MIYAGAWA,
Edmund P. Geiger of the division
that it may appeal on this point,
wages subject to change by the
brother, you know who would have
For the Publicity Committee, announced that members had voted
CI
Committee.
Fact
Finding
to
pay that price, and, who would CWFLU, Local No. 7, UCAPAWA, 3 to 1 for the split. Sixty-five humWE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
World
War
Veteran
The information we have is that
reap the profit.
diviSion.
CIO, 84 Union St., Seattle.
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY
'1'1"'1the
e workers make up
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
the survey of the Fact Finding
Our struggle to prevent such
100% Union
MO.%
Committee will not, include the P.
calamities has taken one life.
I
Bristol Bay Area. (Note: The
Brother Nick Balthazar, Execu1
Breakfast—Lunch—Dinners
Bristol Bay wages were the safe I
tive Board member, who worked
Beer, Wines & Liquors
DRINKS : LUNCH : RUMMY
for San Francisco and Seattle.)
with us day and night to advance
2081 Mission St.
Rrnro
and BOARD
the cause of the union, passed
Evidently that is not the intent
54 EMBARCADERO
9202
2234;
MA.
120 EMBARCADERO
Phones: UN.
of the Packer's offer, as the Fact
away a few days ago. Brother
GArfield 0593
Service With a Smile
GArfield 3728
I
3rd and Bryant
S. F. Finding Committee is
to set a wage usiumumniusummussunsuw......mummaiasuissuiEl Balthazar, though not In good
•
As the Seattle Salmon cannery
workers went to the polls to designate whether the CIO should represent them in. collective bargaining,
the ,situation became so tense that
the police issued - orders to arrest
any man suspected of carrying a
gun.
,
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Dispatchers' Reports

Lifting Of Arms Embargo
By U.S. Would Aid Spain

I.L.W.U. (1-10)
out their "affiliation ballot" without unavoidable due to payment of part
Thirty accumulated hours for
the knowledge of the headquarters of the Social Security debt. After
to his particular brand of trade
Seattle, Wash.,
NEW YORK (FP).—Rejoicing committed upon the Spanish people
the week; very slow.
membership, apparently sneaking taking $1500 from the Maritime
May 8, 1938. union principles, especially in rethe Spanish community here by the embargo, the fact that inswept
•
*
*
the organization's seal up to some Federation per capita fund to pay
Local 1-19's last meeting was at- gard to his activity last winter
with publication of news from directly we have been supplying
A
hand.
on
$39
is
there
debt,
hotel room to seal the ballot, and this
M.E.B.A.
tended by a committee of three when he was trying to win indiWashington that the administration Franco's legions with Americansent them out by mail to the couple of thousand more is owed representing the Tacoma longshore- vidual members back to the ILA.
Three night jobs.
decided to lend its support to made arms, planes and bombs
had
another
mention
to
on this debt, not
Branches.
The committee, headed by His answer to these questions and
men.
introduced into Con- which, shipped to Germany and
resolution
a
The MFOW Constitution, Article seven or eight thousand for other
George Miller, one-time head of the to inquiries about the Pacific Coast
gress by Sen. Gerald P. Nye (R., Italy, have been reshipped to Fascmonthly
P.
&
M.M.
$55
has
26 and 27 states that no Coastwise debts. San Pedro
Pierce County Committee for In- Longshoremen and other ILA
N. D.), for the lifting of the arms ist Spain. Others observed that
Work continues to be slow,
ballot can be issued without cosi- phone bills and slips Sapiro a dustrial Organization but who has sheets was that it was necessary
passage of the Nye resolution
embargo against Spain.
in
•
•
*
sideration by Headquarters. The hundred and fifty every once
more recently turned anti-CIO, lost to fight fire with fire. In other
Liberals, radicals and even con- would be a victory for those groups
officials who surrepitiously got out a while according to their minutes,
servatives, reached by telephone by and individuals who have for
no time in telling the membership words, to burn up or destroy the
SCALERS
this ballot were condemned and the not to mention helping to keep up
what a good bunch of 'guys they union chosen by the overwhelming
Federated Press, expressed whole- months been fighting for such acslightly.
up
picking
Work
ballot declared illegal, unauthorized the SUP hall in New York and O'- were.
majority of the west coast longhearted approval of the President's tion.
•
Sullivan's representative there —
and unconstitutional.
In the absence of Pres. David
move and hoped that Congress
led Off with a brief in- shoremen.
Miller
The membership at Headquar- Egner.
WAREHOUSEMEN
After this last outburst the TaDubinsky of the Int'l Ladies' Garwould quickly pass the measure.
of Andy Larson and a
troduction
ters will uphold the Constitution.
EXTRAVAGANCE
Beginning to pick up.
delegation asked to be exLa Voz, Spanish-language daily ment Workers' Union, who has
few words about the history of Ta- coma
They have boycotted this ballot and
• •
$120 per month of members' dues
cused.
leave
were
to
They
allowed
published here, reported a constant headed the Trade Union Relief for
Larson wasted no time in
coma.
at the last meeting reaffirmed the money is used to put out the mud
and as they left the
stream of calls throughout the day Spain Committee, his office called
getting in to the further history of the meeting
BARGEMEN
illegality of the ballot by refusing sheet which insults the intelligence
it
from the floor
room
moved
was
from people who frankly said that attention to a telegram sent adTacoma Labor Movement finthe
week.
Fair
to have anything to do with its of the membership every week.
"That we continue working as usual
the long-awaited and hoped-for ac- ministration leaders a few days
ally lamely swinging into a white
* * *
counting or its results.
This money is being squandered
before calling for this action. The
tion was as a dream come true.
of Paddy Morris. Rambled and that we give the Tacoma longwash
The Hearst papers and Malone's while members pay $1 for a 14 cent
Publisher Ceferino Barbazan wire said in part: "The American
0. W.& W.
F.
M.
Brother Larson, "Paddy Morris is shoremen preference in working
UNDEMOCRATIC VOTING
and Kerry's sheet will blossom forth book and 50 cents for a 13 cent
declared: "The lifting of the em- people must not be placed in the
Fifty-two men shipped last
rank and filer." The mem- cargo diverted to Seattle from TaThis method which on the sur- next issue with the old hog-wash cover, also another $1.50 in the form a real
bargo will mean more to Spain shameful position of hampering
bership almost laughed him off the coma." The motion passed with E. week.
f'
appears democratic, deprives about the results and expect to of an assessment. Now, a $15 strike
but few disenting votes.
than any possible victory In bat- their (the Spanish government's)
laughter
the
As
one.
that
on
floor
en at sea from expressing them- palm them off on the membership. assessment ballot is out.
DISTRICT STATEMENT
tle. We have been starved for heroic efforts and indirectly aiding
died away Brother Larson continusei s on an issee. It also makes It's the old shell game, Brother.
SAILORS
The Union is living beyond its ed, "The SUP contract is valid."
The following statement issued
arms with which to defend our- the invaders. They are fighting
Possible to pad the figures. For
BOOKS 30 MORE DAYS
One hundred twenty men shipincome and squandering the mem- This one didn't get over so good by District Secretary Meehan was
selves, we have had to fight with desperately for independence and
instance a hundred and ten may
A written check was kept on the bers' money recklessly. Before the
ped.
our fingers and toes, while the freedom."
either. Taking a new tack Bro. unanimously adopted: The SUP
id the meeting in a branch; a door last meeting to determine how election we were promised "econ* * *
Another comment voiced by those
enemy, Germans and Italians,
Larson stated, "The SUP, MFOW does not have one man involved in
ProPosition is carried "unanimous- many old books are still around. omy in office," "unity between
have had the latest and best and interviewed said: "To aid Spain
and MM & P are declaring all cargo this lockout but Lundeberg deM.C.&S.
The minutes may read 297 The results are: 456 new books in branches and headquarters." We
and unlimited quantity of fight- today is to save another country
diverted from Tacoma "hot" and we mands that all longshoremen on the
One hundred forty-seven men
Present. Multiply this method three the meeting; 135 old books; 4 NMU have no economy, nor unity betomorrow." It is very necessary,
ing equipment."
the same." Pacific Coast be locked out in sup- shipped last week.
do
to
asking
are
you
I: 5 and Headquarters hasn't a books. Total in meeting 595.
tween branches and Headquarters.
beef.
phony
this
of
port
said, that the American peoothers
from
others,
Comments
among
silence
stony
a
received
This plea
lance. If such methods of voting
Over 2300 books have been isWe do have extravagance and while Andy wound up with, "What
This beef was hashed up by
El whom were editors, labor leaders ple let the President and Sen. Nye
01' oastwise issues were permitted, sued. Many offshore ships and unity between Lundeberg and our
Ryan, Paddy Morris and Lundeberg
and radical and liberal political hear of their approval—and that
Patronize Our Advertisers
Ch Lundeberg's control of the men on the beach still have old officials against the Maritime Fed- if the employers violated your
to break up the Maritime Federa•
spokesmen, stressed the injustice they do it now.
agreement?"
11I1 on would be complete.
books. The time limit was extend- eration.
ration, to smash the Longshoremen
a
In
broke
storm
the
this
At
o thousand and ninety-one ed thirty days and- the two man
and thus weaken our organizing
MULDERIG GETS BUMS RUSH
burst of questions hurled by irmembers voted for this. proposition. committee kept on to handle the
drive on the east coast, and also
Last week Francis Mslderig, who
ate rank and filers. Bro. Lar• Branch Agents and Secretary books coming in.
to drive the longshoremen and
was expelled along with Ferguson,
didn't think
disregarded these members' wishes
Men coming off ships cannot Dennis Murphy and Tennat for try- son was asked if he
sailors back into the AFL, which
Issued the so-called "affilia- register with old books. Members ing to wreck the Firemen's Union, it rather odd that the teamster has been overwhelmingly repudiThe Women's Auxiliary to the
officials, who in past strikes had
ion ballot" containing this propo- are coming in daily to get their
ated by the membership.
went into the Portland hall. A
Federation is giving a
Maritime
help
to
Si
willing
overly
been
not
n on it.
new books changed which were brother member by the name of
The shipowners working with this
whist party, Thursday, May 19, at
eager
so
were
longshoremen,
the
• MALGAMATE WITH BECK
of
Wallace
made out by Brother
group are seizing the opportunity
Campion took him by the pants and
Druids' Hall, 44 Page St., 1:00 o'to help now and had Brother
his Lundeberg-West Coast Fire- Portland. He must be a "red." He
neck and eased him out. Seattle Larson forgotten that last fall to use this tie-up as a hot cargo
clock. For those who do not play
ballot is about ready for mint- made out quite a number of books rank and filers could learn a lesbeef in order to carry out their
By J. P. KELLEY
portation. It is the backbone of the whist there will be bingo tables,
those same teamster officials had
ing according to T. Kerry the in red ink. Though no one quesPacific oil fleet and the bona-fide prizes will be given, coffee and cake
(Tanker Organizer, MFOW)
son from that when Ferguson's tried to destroy the Frisco ILWU. union-smashing drive and extend
Y" editor of the mud sheet who tions his motives, red ink in memit to the whole coast. The beef is
This week's article on tankship maritime unions can expect an up- will be served. Admission, 25c.
stooge, Dennis Murphy, another exAndy dodged that one and took
joined the union last August, and bership books has been used in
pelled wrecker, one of Dave Beck's the next head on. It was, "Is the also being used by Copeland to elections pertaining to collective hill fight to the bitter end.
Everyone is invited.
n't even use a shipping card. fink's books for years. The exaround and acts as if Tacoma local still suing the ILWU force through Congress his anti- bargaining representation for the
The "Standard Marine Employees'
Publicity Chairman.
his baliot is an attempt on the change of these books is without boys, comes
he were running the union. Of for control of the contract and labor mediation bill. The NMU has tanker seamen for five Pacific oil Assn," in its propaganda against
Auxiliary to the
Women's
P
of Lundeberg to set up an cost.
course, since the regular meetings hiring halls?" Bro. Larson, it ap- reciprocal agreements with the companies was held for publication legitimate unionism, previously anMaritime Federation.
-MFOW axis to work out an ONLY THROUGH NMU HALLS
Cooks
the
and
Firemen
until the last minute in order to
are now held at 1 p. m., the only pears, has always been against that West Coast
nounced that the SMEA organized
unholy alliance against the ILWU,
The MFOW members on the At- "sea-going firemen" that can atand Stewards. The NMU has con: obtain the election results of the
in July, 1934, under authority of
the
is
that
suit
believes
he
but
U, the Inland Boatmen, Cooks lantic Coast voted in a meeting,
peaceful
the
requested
Richfield and Hilcone companies "Section 7-A" of the NRA. But retend the meeting are like the still pending. For ten minutes sistently
and CIO generally. The scheme is May 3rd, to ship only through NMU
"salty" editor of the West Coast Andy stumbled and dodged ques- settlement of all disputes between which are completed.
cently since the Wagner Labor Act,
ed "amalgamation." It's a sort halls. This action was upheld at
the NMU and the SUP and LundeHowever, the local National Labor which governs the functions of the
tions until finally with the help
of anschluss between the SUP and the last meeting of Headquarters *Firemen.
berg has constantly refused these Relations Board office has informed
Here are the addresses of
Deadline on paying the $1.50 as- of the chairman he was able to
National Labor Relations Board, has
0W—the MFOW being in the and the Secretary instructed to
being used me that the election results in these
is
he
because
offers
in prison through labor
brothers
conoutlawed the fostering of company
pass the buck to "Tiny" Thronson,
Position of Austria a few months write the steamship companies to sessment is May 18. To be
by the AFL to smash the two above named companies will
frame-up:
a-,, and the
in good standing this erstwhile ILA organizer and mem- as a tool
Emthe
Marine
tinuously
unions,
Standard
Cooks, Czechoslovakia. get all their MFOW replacements
and by the Shipowners to not be made public until Thursday
them. This will ber of the AFL "strategy" commit- CIO
ployees' Assn. is spreading the ruIn San Quentin:
v
PAPER REPLACES VOICE In the East and Gulf through the must be paid by
smash the Maritime unions. Fully or Friday of this week.
after
dues
mor that the organization is going
over
-precedence
Victor Johnson, Box 68032
take
tee, 1LA organizing has not been
This ballot is worded identically NMU halls.
800 men were in the meeting and
Voting aboard Union Oil Tankers to be absorbed and chartered by the
Reul Stanfield, Box 68034.
the 18th. No dues will be collected so good of late and "Tiny" has also
the SUP ballot was worded.
Charley Post, Buckley and eight
not one of them voted against the will be completed when the "Santa
American Federation of Labor.
Alfonse Buyle, Box 69738
Everything done by the SUP of- other members in New Orleans sent unless the assessment is paid, ac- become a rank and filer of no mean motion to concur with the district
Maria" arrives from Chile—due to
Earl King, Box 69816
- ls is followed up in the MFOW a resolution to have MFOW mem- cording to the treasurer.
ability.
statement.
FIGHT UNIONS
reach San Pedro today.
branches. Lundeberg
The meeting went on record to
Ernest G. Ramsey, Box 59818
RYAN'S PROMISE
went for the bers ship through the IWW "halls"
concenbeen
have
I
week
RAMSAY,
All
CONNER
KING,
The
Oil Co. of CaliforStandard
Frank G. Conner, Box 69814
,farers' Federation; Branches of in the Gulf. Your correspondent have Branch minutes posted as soon
"Tiny" lowered the boom on Joe
trating on the Standard Oil Co., nia is bitterly opposed to demoSUPPORT
tie MFOW followed. Lundeberg
as they get in, so members can
Tom Mooney, Box 31921
didn't know they had a stewpot in
by roaring, "We haven't got
Ryan
concurat Richmond and I have learned
voted
membership
The
cratic and militant unionism, thert
read them before the meeting.
s•rted shipping sailor replace- New
In Folsom Prison, Repress, Cal.
Orleans.
a thing from Ryan now or ever be- rence with the convention's rec- much about "Standard Marine fore they are doing their best to
. e-nts through IWW stew pot halls
SPEAK UP
Post is the man who appeared before. We know we'll never get ommendation to contribute five Employees' Association," the com- keep the seamen from organizing in
Warren K. Billings, Box 10699
lh the Gulf; the Branches followed.
Lundeberg and the Tacoma ILA help from Ryan although he promfore the SUP and got them to vote
cents per member to the King, pany "union" of Standard Oil the real unions. They are practicCiambrelli, Box 19889
Patsy
The SUP in Portland went on $40 per month for the West Coast have been threatening "to tie up
ised to help us in this beef." For Ramsay, Conner defense fund. This which boasts about having ap- ing the old policy of "Divide and
J. B. McNamara, Box 20034
record to cut out the Voice and bilge sheet.
the Coast" for a week now over the next half hour the members
donation is to be advanced at once proximately 700 members, licens- Rule."
bscribe for a bundle of the
Buckley writes red-baiting mo- this phoney Shepard Line beef. Our listened to "Tiny" expound the vir- to help finance the fight for the ed and unlicensed.
IWW Industrial Worker. This ronic drivel
The tankship seamen are given
VOTES FOR CIO
for the same sheet. officials haven't seen fit to con- tues of the ILA's present trade release of Brothers King, Ramsay
Lately the "SMEA" as it is comII come next in the Firemen's
the
that
membership
the
impression
the
by
the
releases
demn
news
These brothers should be reminded
union practices.
The workers at the San Franand Conner pending the referendum monly referred to by Standard Oil
I3ranch
of the Maritime Unions consider
es.
that the days of shipping out of AFL that the Firemen will support
He centered most of his talk on the district assessment for those seamen, is spending much money them as a bunch of finks. This idea cisco plant of the Simmons Mat4undebe1-g took twelve thousand clothing stores, crimps, stew pot this sabotage of the Maritime Fedtress Co. have gone CIO by a vote
on propaganda against the legition the sanctity of picket lines; brothers.
lars out of the strike fund last
is conveyed with the motive of scateration.
dumps and institutes is over.
of 263 to 191, choosing the Amalgamate maritime unions which are
attacking the ILWU for going
FEDERATION CONVENTION
week to fight the
tering fear among the tanker men.
phoney Shepard
If such a tie-up develops, it will through the SUP lines on the
ECONOMY IN OFFICE
mated Association of Iron, Steel
making every effort to organize the
DELEGATES
In a previous article I explained how
fi The following week, $1500
Last week's Coast financial state- be only because the SUP officials Shepard ships. It seems that
antiThis
seamen.
and Tin Workers as their bargainOil
Standard
FedMaritime
for
Nominations
Of Maritime Federation per capita
the "tanker strike" was provoked by
ment shows that the promise of feel they can count on the support "Tiny" would have the Seattle
rather than the Furnieration delegates were opened at union outfit claims that during the the Scharrenburg machine which ing agency
Money was used by the MFOW economizing is not being carried of the MFOW officials.
only
strike"
ture Workers Union (AFL).
tanker
longshoremen respect all picket the meeting Thursday night and "Pacific Coast
to Pay
controlled the AFL unions in marine
off a debt. SUP money is out. The following are examples
Now is the time for every good lines regardless of the motive be- will remain open until May 15th, 17% of the personnel aboard Standtug used to finance
at that time.
and subsidize from the May 3, Financial State- rank and filer to express his opinion
striking
the
hind the establishment of the with the election immediately fol- ard tankers supported
6alty" Editor Kerry and his
But the membership of the
anti- ment:
orally and verbally against the col- picket line. The brothers had lowing the closing* of nominations. maritime unions.
'or shipowners'
unions today look upon
maritime
sheet.
San Pedro, Income from dues: laboration of Maritime Union of- heard this one before and did not
arguflimsy
They are using this
The district ballot is to be voted
WHERE TO EAT?
undeberg and his anti-unity $272.00; Expenditures: $406.00.
ficials with the AFL reactionary take kindly to the request to re- on at the same time as the conven- ment to back the idea that Stand- the tanker seamen as a vital and
Day and Night—
Policies are more responsible than
"quite
Portland, Income from dues: officials in trying to smash the spect a picket line placed against tion
are
ard Oil marine workers
integral part of the industry, and
delegates.
Other individual for the disrup- $119.00; Expenditures: $137.00.
Federation.
them.
ILWU 1-19 Publicity Committee. satisfied" to work under a "fair and for this reason the tanker men of
tion that exists on
both coasts. Our
Seattle, Income from dues:
indiscriminating" employer, a n d
Remember, silence means conDAIRY - LUNCH
BURT NELSON,
Brother Thronson was driven to
all the oil companies are urged to
dials are following in his foot- $281.00;
Expenditures: $315.00.
sent.
•
Chairman. wish to continue "peaceful employof questions as
barrage
a
by
cover
Join the bona fide unions.
burning, Seafarers'
San Francisco, Income from dues:
Fraternally yours,
ment.''
leration, Amalgamation, hide- $726.00; Expenditures: $4336.00.
WALTER J. STACK,
MONEY VANISHES?
e ndence on
MARKET
paper, but AFL otherFrisco's large expenditures were
Publicity Committee.
But with all the phoney propae.
•
ganda circulated by "Standard MaTHREE TIMES. OFFICIALS
rine Employees' Assn." to prevent
WANT "INDEPENDENCE"
EMBARCADERO
seamen aboard Standard Oil
the
. he Firemen's Union voted
WASHINGTON—(FP)—"No one
CIO
the
into
organizing
from
tankers
100% Uniork for 20 Years,
three times. The first
will lose his job because of his vote
time the ofPacific maritime unions and becom. Ms
burned the 'ballots, except
In any election or his failure to ing a part of the powerful and proALBANY, N. Y. — (FP) — The
in He
adquarters where the vote was
State Federation of Teachers Un25 Years of Famous Service
contribute to campaign funds," gressive Maritime Federation of the
inted 870 to 40. The second vote
ions unanimously went on record
thorn
one
is
there
Coast,
Pacific
concluded December 15, was for
WASHINGTON—(FP)—Major in- WPA Administrator Harry Hopkins
at its annual convention here in
sticking into their side that StandMating to the C10. The vote
RESTAURANT - TAVERN
cases pending before the wrote in a letter delivered to every
dustrial
for
oaths
compulsory
opposition
to
as 1189
WPA worker with his pay check. ard Oil has difficulty in removing:
for, 306 against.
teachers, including those in "spe- National Labor Relations Board "This has always been an absolute the rumor going around Richmond
98 Embarcadero, S. F.
The third vote concluded April
NEW YORK (FP).—Mayor Frank
was with two exceptions have been destand
The
cial
easclassifications."
Secretary-Tr
I.L.A. Supporter
Wilkes,
Ernie
that
, for
setting up a National Sea- Hague, candidate for American taken as part of a six-point program cided by the board and the battle- rule of WPA and it is my responsihas abscounded with
SMEA
of
urer
there
that
see
to
yours
and
bility
!lien's Council affiliated to the
Fuehrer, will appear as a witness
CIO,
which also urged state aid to stu- ground has shifted to the circuit
are no exceptions. What's more, $1800 of the company's funds enMARKET ST
8 921 in favor;
Il
called by labor and liberal organiagainst 251.
dents of all ages from nurse'y and supreme courts, a check of the I want you to let me know if any- trusted to him to build "the union."
These votes represent a cross zations in their fight to attain the
showed.
here
records
Francisco
San
school through college and includMany Standard Oil employees
body tries to tell you anything diftion of the floating
Still awaiting decision by the
190 Embarcadero, S. F. I
membership. protection of constitutional guar- ing adult and workers' education,
have spoken claim the
I
whom
with
opinions
personal
Your
.
.
.
ferent.
esPite these three votes, the of- antees for their activities in JerseyRooms from $2.00 a Week.
Nice
the elimination of loopholes through board are the Weirton Steel and
the
that
and
fact
a
be
to
and your policies are nobody's busi- allegations
ials are trying to
J
Mrs. Reuben Brodehl, I
and
cases
isolate us into City.
Testimony
Western
Mr.
Union
pracwhich evasion of tenure is
Standard Oil Co. is making every atWONDERFUL BOX
ness but your own."
-independence."
Proprietors.
The officials got
He will appear before Federal tised and the keeping alive of eli. in the Weirton case was completed
rumor
the
This,
squash
tempt to
LUNCH INCLUDES
13
have
and
ago
time
hearings
short
a
Judge Clark in Newark, May 12, in gible lists until all have been apperhaps is the reason why a warTHREE (3) SANDWICHES,
just begun in the Western Union
action brought by the CIO and the pointed.
rant has not been issued for Wilkes'
PIE, CAKE AND FRUIT
case.
American Civil Liberties Union for
The Place to Eat and Drink—
arrest. In addition to being SecreWithin the last several months
Wilkes
SMEA,
for
ONLY 25 CENTS
an injunction on the Hague regime
-Treasurer
tary
labor board decisions have been
from "interfering with the plainwas also the company's shipping
936 Market St.
handed down in the Ford, Inland
tiffs in peaceful pursuits on the
master. Those around Richmond
11PF
Embarcadero, S. F.
132
Steel, Republic Steel and Heinz Co.
A Friendly, Popular
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
streets and highways of Jersey
who are familiar with the scandal
Priced
OPEN
ALWAYS
WASHINGTON— (FP) —An in- cases and all of them have been
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.
The Maritime Men's Favorite
City" and from "persuading" hall
are of the opinion that the Standard
Credit House
•:• Oil Co. is urging Wilkes to come
owners there to refuse to rent creasing spread in the prices re- taken to the circui courts. Pending 044•=1•••}011II.
ceived by farmers for their prod- before the Supreme Court are the
space for meetings.
back to work and make restitution 0
A
ucts and the prices paid by farm- Consolidated Edison and Remingthe $1800 embezzled or misapfor
EAT AT THE
Meanwhile, another injunction is ers for the goods they buy was re- ton-Rand
decisions.
propriated funds of the "Standard
being sought by the Intl Labor De- ported here by the Bureau of AgriR FOODS
HOME COOKED
Marine Employees' Assn."
fense against possible action threat- cultural Economics. The general
"All newspaper talk of the danThe company, no doubt, has the
ened by a group of veterans under level of prices received by farmers ger of war in Europe is nonsense."
Powell and Embarcadero I
R. W. SWENDSEN
Idea that If Wilkes is seen back
San Francisco
Gov.
to
Hugh
secretary
Col.
Kelly,
Ph. DO. 9457
San Francisco
SUtter 9438
In mid-March declined to 96% of —Viscount Rothermere, British
100 Golden Gate at Jones
B. MICHELSEN
in the employ of Standard Oil
A. Harry Moore.
El
pre-war, the bureau reported, the newspaper publisher.
that the whole matter will be
Norman Thomas' invocation of lowest since August, 1934. The fighushed up and the company can
the federal Lindbergh kidnaping ure stood at 97 in February arid El
New Policy
:
Favorite Hotels—Close to the Front
New Furnishings
•
make renewed efforts to gain the
a New Management
law in connection with his forced 128 in March, 1938. Prices charged
Oil
Standard
the
of
confidence
101 GOLDEN GATE
expulsion by police officers from the farmer, on the other hand, stood
seamen.
AT JONES STREET
Jersey City on May Day is being at 126%. of pre-war in March, unThe Standard Oil of California
months,
three
last
held up pending inquiry by agents changed for the
DELICIOUS
controlling 45 per cent of oil transRATES: $2:00 Week Up
of the Federal Bureau of Investiga- and down only six points from
HOT WATER
ANDWICHES
STEAM HEAT
operates 22 ships on this coast,
SHOWERS
HOW
132% of March, 1937.
tion.

the ballot for annual elecof officers, the following
.
Proposition appeared:
. re you in favor of voting on
general propositions and constinal amendments, between
le annual election of officers,
Le ecret ballot in the same man'r as the balloting of annual
el ction of officers. (This sysis the one by which each
member is issued a stamped enPe containing the ballot, addressed to a safe deposit box
re it is retained until claimed
Y the Balloting Committee."
e vote on the proposition was
s-2091; No-125. Despite this
ov. whelming mandate from the
bership some of our officials
are insisting that matters of coastPolicy be determined by a
show of hands in the meetings.

Women's Auxiliary
Standard Oil Company
Plan S.F. Whist Party
Continues Bitter Fight
To Halt Organization

Address List

SAN FRANCISCO
Gilt AND
3

Tells WPA
COURTS STUDY Hopkins
'Vote As You Please
Teachers Take Stand
HAGUE FACES On Compulsory Oaths MAJOR CASES
INJUNCTION AS
FOR U.S. BOARD
LIBERTY'S FOE

SAN FRANCISCO
El

14

Cooperative
Dairy
Lunch

0. B. OLSEN'S

7

The Hotel Admiral

Howard'
s, Inc.

th

SAN FRANCISCO

MIDTOWN S. F.

HARBOR HOTEL

Farmers Pay Higher,
Get Less For Goods

Golden Tavern
27

Eagles' Restaurant

LOOP CAFE
6 Sacramento

EW
RANADA

ILM TAVERN

SEABOARD HOTEL
226 Embarcadero, S. F.

a

c.f

1

Bay Hotel

SAILORS'
CAFE
53 Clay

•

24 Sacramento

Lincoln Hotel 1
115 Market
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

•

Passage Of age-Hour Measure Forecast At This essi
PETITION TO DISCHARGE RULES Americans
COMMITTEE SIGNED BY 218 Reject U. S.
Isolation
CONGRESSMEN IN 2 HOURS
WASHINGTON (FP).—Exactly two hours and 23 minutes after they were given a chance to do so, 218 members
of the House of Representatives signed the petition to disof the

measure at this session.

es

From the moment the House
went into session members began
milling around the Speaker's desk
where the petition was filed, clamoring for the chance to put their
names on the document. The crush
was so great that the House unofficially was forced to suspend
business.

VIGILANTES AT
MINES REFUSE
OPEN BATTLE

NEVADA CITY — (FP) — Gov.
Frank Merriam's committee ended
its investigation of vigilantism in
Nevada county abruptly when authorities refused to call witnesses.
District Attorney Vernon Stoll said
the hearing was meant to "compromise" the officials, and cited the
civil suit brought in federal court
"This Is a great day for the by the CIO as a reason for not tespeople of America," E. L. Oliver, tifying. "Every word would be misexecutive vice president of La- interpreted and misconstrued in
claimed.
bor's Non-Partisan League, de- court later," he
Stories
of
intimidation,
threats
clared in a statement. "The news
beatings of members of the
that 218 members of the House and
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
had signed the petition to release
International Union poured in upon
the wages and hours bill from the
paralyzing grip of the rules com- the committee before it adjourned.
Several witnesses, including merrate° flashed new hope to milchants from Nevada City and Grass
lions of exploited workers in all
Valley, have asked to testify in priparts of the United States.
vate for fear of reprisals. The
today
served
notice
"The House
American Legion opposed the reThat there is no place for sweatshop.
quest as "undemocratic and unindustry in this country. It is
American."
clear that the • goal set forth by
The miners regained possession
President Roosevelt in the 1936
of their headquarters, which were
campaign of an end to hours overpadlocked by the landlord. Aulong and pay too low is the goal thorities
refused to give them
of a majority of the House of Reppermission to reopen the hall,
resentatives."
which contains valuable papers
Before the wages and hours bill
needed for evidence in the trial.
becomes law it must still pass the On advice of their attorney, the
House of Representatives, regarded miners broke In with a hacksaw.
as likely, and then be approved in
Trial of five pickets at the MurIts present form or in amended chie mine ,charged with rioting in
form by the Senate which has al- the January 21 violence, has been
ready passed a wages and hours indefinitely postponed, as the debill of its own.
fense asked for change of venue
It has been reported that south- on the ground that "the unsettled
ern senators will fil ibusteragainst state of the public mind in Nevada
wages and hours legislation and, county would make a trial there inIn some quarters, it is feared that expedient and inimical to the dea filibuster will have a chance of fendants." The five are out on bail
success. Congressmen are anxi- furnished by the American Civil
ous to adjourn in order to begin Liberties Union.
repairing political fences at home.
By their action the members of
the House administered a stinging
rebuke to the rules committee members •who refused to permit the
wages and hours bill to come up in
the normal manner. The speed
with which they acted was regarded
as a good omen for passing of the
bill.

be in
order in the House to begin consideration of the wages and hours
bill and upon the passage of the
motion debate will begin. Passage
of the bill by the House will send
it to the Senate and upon the Senate's failure to agree with the
House bill the measure will go to
conference. Upon the adoption by
each house of the conference report
and signature by the President the
wages and hours bill will become
law.
On May 23 a motion will

Organization Spurt
Forecast by Lewis

WASHINGTON— (FP) —Never
before has labor held together so
solidly in a depression and when
tte rendulum awings to the other
side there will be a esceat o genie.
ing spurt.. John L. Lewia chairman
of the CIO, told members of the executive board of the United Shoe
Workers, here for their first meeting. Walter Smethurat, assistant
director of the CIO, installed the
11 board members and J .les J.
"Czechoslovakia desires to be in Mitchell, secretary-treasurer of the
harmonious political and economic union. Powers Hapgood, temporary
relations with Germany, but only head of the organization, reported
on the terms of an independent en- that the union increased from 42
tity."—Czech Ambassador V. Hur- locals in March, 1937, to 78 locals
ban.
in Aprie 1938.

BUNDLE ORDER BLANK
In the interests of the solidarity of all maritime
workers of the Pacific Coast, the "Voice of the Federation" appeals to you and your union for full support and co-operation.
You are urged to appeal to your union to order as
many copies each as can be used to advantage. You
are urged to appeal to your union to increase present
bundle order, to pay bills promptly and to try to get
merchants to advertise in the "Voice."
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NEW YORK (FP).—"Results of
The Nation's poll show isolation
to have been rejected by progressive opinion among all groups and
in all sections of the country. Out
of a total of 9,263 signed ballots
received, only 1,493—or less than
one in six—subscribed to the general isolation program," the May 7
issue of that magazine declares in
a final report on its peace poll.

By ELIOT JANEWAY
But let us look at the record
(Federated Press Financial Writer) the terrible first three months of
With the country teetering on the 1938. It shows our leading syste
abyss of depression, only one more earning very satisfactory operating•
blow is needed to push our economy profits. The Chesapeake & Ohi
over. A wave of wage cutting would in the black for the quarter to t e
bury all hope of revival in 1938 or tulle of a million and a quart
7,oao,400 vinas ee
uNtON NIEN
1939.
and the Union Pacific to the tu
Augri•iARIES OF
TRADE. vNioN5 SPEND
This blow the railroads are now of nearly three-quarters of a m floRE. MAN
2,0K000,000.00
doing their level
lion. Bankrupt lines like the E
O oNioN
Some 4,000 unsigned ballots ran
flutNeP AUNEy.
best to adminisand the Missouri.Pacific show profSAMOEL.
in similar ratio, the magazine anter. They are units on their operations.
"
nounced. In not one state in the
doubtedly the
oP AmERON
Even notoriously sick lines like
union did the isolation vote even
chief
sufferers
IvIANORefURERS"
the Nickel. Plate and the Cot
approach the collective security
from the recesoPENEP
Belt are in the black. Chief among
FORSc
vote, The Nation commented on
sion. Therefore,
the
roads in the red are the Ba
Cerront
MILL.
the lack of sectional differences.
they should be
more & Ohio and the Southern PaAR1ERICA ,AND ALL 14
Lists were obtained from magathe one group incific, and each of these great s'
zines which differed editorially
WoRt-M12.5 WERE CHILDR.EN
terested in
thine would easily be able to a BETWEEN 7 AND 12.. YEoaRc
from The Nation and only one list,
maintaining pursorb its deficit if not for the ,
and that a small one, was secured
OP AGE.
chasing power
i$60
nual interest bill of $30,000,000 w
from a publication whose subscribiYflLlTiES
OF
as the last de1-IE ADVOCATED PLIBLIC OWNERS141P
which
each is saddled.
ers presumably favored collective
BANKINQ SYSTEM . HE
fense against
AND c#-IANGES
Eliot
Janeway
security, the magazine said.
AcqiNST
VOTED
AND
In sum, the operating profit sitV16012000' OPPOSED
depression. I n AMERICA'S ENTRY INTO WORLD WAR..
uation
is much better than that
stead, they have served notice upon
ARDENTLY SUPPORTED OEM ANPS OF FARMERS
the country that their million-odd the auto and steel industries. TE tANP LABOR FOR Gi?EATER ECONOMie.
employes are to suffer a 15 per ing only revenues and costs into
•
JOS-11 cE
SEgiii6E
4,,AD
cent wage cut in July which will account, the railroads are doing .
is -114e. WORLD'S LAR ST PRI ATEL1
basic
reduce their incomes by some $250,- least as well as any of our
OWNED sffeRET SERVICE sysrfim mAhry
PAROLED AND FORME R. CONVICT'S ARE
industries and they have no ju
000,000.
lies s -fee
IN /TS RANKS
SAIOoDoN4 AND SPyiNg
as
eVeerretes'
OM THE FORD WORKERS,
At the moment, it does not mat- fication for pleading .utter ruin
'Pe ease seas,
'EU4111=2'
wage
$250,000,000
excuse
for
a
ter
that
the
railroads
are
pleading
°aloe aesee
4 3P
It is only after operating proliis
for wage cuts in order to be able
to meet their payrolls, while they are diverted into the payment
are simultaneously laying off their bond interest that glaring defic
ST. PAUL, Minn. (FP).—CoTake
men in droves. At least 150,000 appear in the railroad returns.
operative business not only refuses
w
which
the
Erie,
case of the
men have been thrown out of work
to go down during the current rethe
of
turn
into
the
bankruptcy
at
since Oct. 1, and the day following
cession, but in many fields cowere
earnings
the wage cut announcement, the year. Its 19:37
operatives are setting new records,
inSanta Fe road announced that fur- $1,3,000,000 and they Were still
according to a report from the
road's bo
the
sufficient
to
meet
ther
layoffs
are
most
likely.
Farmers' Union Central Exchange.
Nor does it matter that the roads charges.
The farmers' union co-op whole(Continued from page 1)
estimated the subsidies Paid out by turn came the formation of armed are lining up in front of the RFC
In what other industry would
sale handled more than 5,000,000 government board and the ship op- the
Government to shipoperators vigilante bands, co-operating with office in Washington in order to corporation
$13,000,0
earning
gallons (623 tank cars) of gasoline, erators, seamen were deprived of
at $70,618,096.06.
the police in further beatings and receive handouts so that "employ- from operations have to go ba
kerosene and distillate at its ware- their rights of 'peaceful picketing,
During all this period of govern- in suppression of meetings and de- ment can be maintained."
rupt? Precious few steel co
houses at St. Paul and Billings, of peaceable assembly, and, at
ment-fatted pocketbooks for the struction of seamen's records and
What
panics made $13,000,000 out of •
does
matter
in
this
imMont., during the month of March. times, of freedom of speech—fundaoperators no question of safety at property.
mediate wage dispute is that 1937's prosperity, but almost eve
,
In addition it shipped to its affili- mental rights supposedly the basis
sea was ever raised, nor notice
there would be no question of last railroad deficit was a deficit
DEFEND HALLS
ated co-ops in North Dakota and of our democratic form of governtaken of the inhumanliving condiwage cuts if the bondholders caused by the wiping out of oper
to
a
buckled
down
The
seamen
Montana 317,000 gallons of lubricat- ment.
tions of the men, of the rotten, fight to the bitter end for their were not bleeding -the railroad lug profits by interest charges. Cut
ing oil and 264,300 pounds of
BLACKLIST STARTS
vermin-infested scows that were all right to organize and to the con- system dry. Admittedly, there the railroad's yearly interest bill
grease.
Against such overwhelming odds, the taxpayer might see as the tang- trol of their own hiring halls, the Is a serious railroad crisis. One- half a billion, and there will be n
As co-operative rural electric the badly demoralized seamen were ible result of the
fabulous sums latter being their only guarantee third of our rail mileage is bank- need for wage cuts because t
lines are completed, the volume of forced, at the termination of the paid out by the
government. Care against discrimination and black-. rupt, and earnings have been se- roads will then be unable to ta
sales of washing machines, radios, lockout, to return to the ships after for the lives of seamen, and even
become
listing and, therefore, the destruc- riously injured by the recession poor. Their profits will
refrigerators, vacuum cleaners and they had been compelled to register of
see.
passengers, was discontinued.
world
to
all
along
the
line.
evident
for
the
tion of unionism by the shipowners
other electrical appliances is ex- at these "fink halls," and the natIn collusion with that government
FINALLY STRIKE
panding. The exchange is now ural outcome of this registration
Finally desperation overcame agency, the Department of Cornhandling two carloads of refrigera- was, of course, the blacklisting of
fear; intolerable conditionsforced merce.
tors per week.
those men most active in protesting the misery-dulled seamen into reThis department has earned the
the reduction of wages.
volt, and on May 9, 1934, the long- distrust and contempt of seamen
From this time on the lot of the shoremen struck, to be followed a for its biased disregard for public
seamen was atrocious. Forced to few days later by all seamen.
safety and human life as evidenced
live and work like coolies, spied on
Nowhere were those civil rights in its shielding of the shipping inMarching men, marching toward invaluable aid to unions every whe '
and intimidated beyond endurance, guaranteed all Americans
more terests from blame and punishment a better life, marching to assert in uncovering labor spies, now te
honest, capable seamen whose man- thoroughly disregarded than in Pa- for their criminal negligence in
their rights, marching to win a fair of the march of 3,000,000 new traa
hood rebelled against such slavery cific Coast
communities at this permitting the disasters of the day's pay for a fair day's work, unionists into the labor moveme
were forced out, to be replaced by time. The
right to organize, to Morro Castle and the Mohawk, and marching to organize themselves He weaves his story around the
thugs, by farm boys and by school bargain
collectively, is recognized because it has shown itself also into unions of their own choice.
growth of the CIO, with a few sh
boys with letters from shipowning by the
government, and it has cre- ready to serve the operators as a
Marching against the upraised introductory chapters explaining
PHILADELPHIA ( F P). — Al- friends.
ated the National Labor Relations strike-breaker and union-smasher, clubs and pointed guns of police
which led up to
though a truce had been arranged
Seafaring ability and artizanship Board to enforce that right; and in its attempts to open "fink halls" and vigilantes. Marching to death, formation.
by telephone from this city to Wash- were disregarded in favor of cheap, the seamen's strike was the re- on the East Coast, with the lessons many of them, at the hands of emIn steel, in rubber, in autos, wh
ington headquarters of the AFL in unskilled, untrustworthy labor, and sponse to the shipowners' efforts of the West Coast so plain and un- ployer-hired thugs and criminals.
ever labor has struck, fought, shed
the strike of 2,000 members of the art of seamanship sank to a to nullify that right by such vici- mistakeable.
This is the story vividly told by its blood, Levinson has been
Storage Warehousemen's Union new low. At the same time the gov- ous tactics as spying, and by the
This department hypocritically Edward Levinson in his recently tell the story he now retells in st
against four large department ernment was making gifts of ships employment of private armed mer- shouts the slogan "safety-at-sea" on published book, "Labor on the ring fashion. At American Feder stores; members of the union voted to operators, paying them mail sub- cenaries for strike-breaking pur- the one hand, and yet on the other March" (Harper & Bros.,. New York,
tion of Labor conventoine, at presidies far in excess of the actual poses, who weresworn in as regu- hinders this laudable objective by $3). No fireside observer, Levinunanimously to reWt the truce.
conferences with old and new leadSec. Norman Blumberg of the operating costs so that new ships larly constituted "peace officers" suspending the provision for requir- son, labor editor of the New York ers of American labor, in priv
Building Trades Council, one of the might be built, but instead, this by local officials who were under ing competency certificates from Post, has been on the spot to see conversations with many leaders
union organizations which has or- surplus was distributed among the influence and domination of those seeking employment as a sea- and report, with understanding and whose confidence he had won,
dered its members to refuse to themselves, and they flourished at shipping companies—practices con- man, as happened in the winter of with sympathy, labor's struggles of heard and observed many of the
cross the picket line, urged the the expense of the taxpayers' sidered by all fair-minded people 1936-37, when this action by the the past three years.
thsitsorbieosok jut
bg
igs wahni(c
e
thsitn
i vaikta
el_
as subversive and .destructive of Department of Commerce permitted
whi
warehousemen to accept the stores' money and of seamen's health.
Levinson, whose earlier book, "I
WORK TO COOLIES
our most vital laws and democratic the Shipowners to hire inexperienc- Break Strikes," the story of the have not been told before, wlii
offer, pointing out that the depresThese subsidies, which in many processes.
ed men to break the maritime strikebreaker kings, has been an
sion had adversely affected busie(otuld not or could n
b
na
ev
wesppaupbelris
sbw
cases amoueted to more than the
ness.
When the aroused seamen re- strike. This was an instance of
companies' expenditures in annual fused to be subdued by these
pri- strike-breaking and union-smashing, ord to demand enactment into law
In spite of Blumberg, however, in
"Labor on the March" is the ho
wages, subsistence, maintenance vate, armed mercenaries, and main- besides being a violation of the
spite of all the pleas of the store
of a Bill, H.R. 10335, to amend Sec- of which Chairman John L. Lewis
and repair charges combined, never tained their
organized solidity, the Department's first regard for the tion 801 (a) of Title 3 of the Mer- of the CIO said: "It is an autho
owners about their "hard times,"
benefited any workers in this coun- violently reactionary Industrial As- safety of the public at sea.
xactre...
and in spite of the urging of AFL
chant Marine Act of 1936, as a tvatiw
i cieo
e and
ie veo
,f
try.
YET, DESPITE EVERY AID simple and absolutely necessary
sociation appealed to the mayors
headquarters, the union members;
the work of the
I have pictures I took myself of
of communities to forcibly open the THE SHIPOWNERS GET FROM safe-guardt o the legal rights of
refuse to go back to work without
contains some magnificent repor hundreds of coolies swarming over ports.
THIS GOVERNMENT AGENCY, labor, and as a protective measure
istb.
real victory. Their president, Eddnaglryosw
. .otinadn, a
nit,iele
atsbleana
ekgr
so
do
a Dollar Line ship in Hong Kong,
DESPITE EVERY LEGAL OR against menacing and destructive
This was attempted up and
ward Hartsough, returned to Washbackground,
where this line's repair work, with down the coast, precipitating
ILLEdAL METHOD THEY USE, possibilities that were not apparent
emington to confer once more with
few exceptions has been done; but ployer-Inspired
WE WILL NEVER SUBMIT TO when the Merchant Marine Act and
violence.
0n
William Green.
the bulk of these enormous sums July 6,1934, In San
THEIR TYRANICAL YOKE AND this particular Section were passed.
Francisco, a
Paid to corporation officials and date now known as "Bloody
RETURN TO THE DAYS OF
If governmental agencies are
"In Britain even a $5,000 man distributed in profits, for instance,
DISCRIMINATION, OF BLACK)
, permitted to operate counter to,
Thursday," the Association-domihas the satisfaction of knowing he four stockholders of the Dollar Line
inter]
LISTING AND OF COOLIE
nated .police charged the striking
NEW YORK—(FP)—An
and in competition with the legalhas paid for a battleship in a few receiving $14,690,528 in. .profits,
differenc
WAGES.
workers, gassing pickets, firing
settle
parley
to
• ly established procedures of labor tional
years."—Cal Tinaey, commenting salaries and bonuses In the period Into the ranks
of unarmed men,
We are unalterably opposed to unions for the purpose of emascu- between seamen's unions in Scan(
on England's increased income from 1923 to 1932.
and brutally slaughtered two, and attempts to re-establish the "fink lating and rendering Ineffectual navian countries and the acanclii
taxes in the New York Post.
Postmaster General Farley has
wounded well over a hundred halls," especially since our present the provisions and protection af- vian Seamen's Club of the United
more.
system of union-controlled hiring forded maritime labor organiza- States will take place here MaY
The result of these murders by halls has been functioning satisfae- tions by the Wagner Labor Act, Attempts by certain steamship
"guardians of the peace" in the torily to the union and the ship- THEN THIS BILL MUST BE EN- lines to bring conditions down
replacing
uniform of the Police Department owners since 1934.
ACTED INTO LAW as a mere the European level by
ere,' -imported
was the General Strike, the outFAVOR H.R. 10335
means of ei4ablishing consistency SSC members with
—to-raged protest of the workers. In
We are also unanimously on rec- in accordance with the decisions has bi ought about difficulties w ill
The Most Widely Read Union Paper On the
of the Supreme Court upholding have already led to eltdowno a
wholesale arrests of crews.
the validity of the Wagner Act.
Pacific Coast.
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